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Abstract 
 The present dissertation is an in-depth investigation from the macro to atomic scale of industrial wear-resistant CVD hard coatings deposited on cemented carbides for cutting tool applications. Micro-compression tests at the micro-scale and contact damage induced by means of millimetric spherical indentation were deployed to study deformation mechanisms of two systems consisting of a defined cemented carbide substrate coated with two different films: Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N). The latter system exhibited a superior tool life in comparison to the conventional Ti(C,N) one. Several characterization techniques were used: confocal microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, focused ion beam, electron back scattered diffraction, X-ray synchrotron and atom probe tomography. 
 It was found that remnant structural integrity related to the absence of an extensive cracking network for Zr(C,N) - in the as deposited state - is one of the main reasons that could explain better performance in interrupted cutting. Adapted coefficient of thermal expansion toward the substrate, plastic deformation and better cohesive strength at the grain boundaries (which renders more toughness) are factors that contribute not only to this preserved structural integrity but also to the extended tool life during in-service interrupted cutting.   
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Resumen 
 En esta tesis doctoral se presenta una investigación extensa y detallada, desde la escala macroscópica hasta la atómica, de recubrimientos industriales - duros y resistentes al desgaste - depositados por CVD sobre carburos cementados para su aplicación como herramientas de corte. El estudio se realizó en dos sistemas recubiertos empleando diferentes capas cerámicas - Ti(C,N) y Zr(C,N) - pero sin variar el carburo cementado empleado como sustrato. Los mecanismos de deformación de ambos sistemas se evaluaron mediante ensayos de micro-compresión de pilares, así como de indentación esférica (con bolas de radios milimétricos), estos últimos buscando inducir daño de forma controlada a nivel superficial y subsuperficial.  El sistema recubierto con la capa de Zr(C,N) exhibió una vida útil superior al más convencional - Ti(C,N). El estudio incluyó la implementación de varias técnicas de caracterización: microscopía confocal, microscopía electrónica de barrido, haz de iones focalizados, difracción de electrones retrodispersados, sincrotrón de rayos X, y tomografía con sonda atómica. 
 Se encontró que la elevada integridad estructural remanente relacionada con la ausencia de fisuración interconectada en el caso de Zr(C,N) – justo después de ser depositado – es alguna de las principales razones para explicar el mayor rendimiento de este sistema recubierto en operaciones de mecanizado que involucran corte interrumpido. La adecuación del coeficiente de expansión térmica, relativo al que exhibe el sustrato, la capacidad de absorber deformación plástica, y la relevante resistencia cohesiva en los bordes de granos (lo que proporciona una mayor tenacidad) son factores que contribuyen no sólo a preservar la integridad estructural, 
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sino también a prolongar la vida útil de la herramienta durante condiciones de servicio que conlleven corte interrumpido. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 Die vorliegende Dissertation ist eine eingehende Untersuchung vom makro- bis zu der atomaren Skala von industrieller verschleißfester CVD-Hartschichten auf Hartmetallschneidwerkzeugen abgeschieden. Mikrodruckversuche und Kontaktschädigung ausgelöst durch millimetergenaue Kugel Eindruck wurden eingesetzt, um Verformungsmechanismen von zwei Systemen, bestehend aus einem definierten Hartmetallsubstrat, das mit zwei verschiedenen Schichten beschichtet ist: Ti(C,N) und Zr(C,N). Letzteres System zeigt eine höhere Standzeit als das herkömmliche Ti(C,N). Es wurden eine Vielzahl von Charakterisierungstechniken eingesetzt: Konfokale Mikroskopie, Rasterelektronenmikroskopie, fokussierter Ionenstrahl, Elektronenrückstreubeugung, Synchrotron und Atomsonden-Tomographie. 
 Es wurde festgestellt, dass die erhaltene strukturelle Integrität in Bezug auf das Fehlen eines ausgedehnten Rissnetzwerks für Zr(C,N) - im abgeschiedenen Zustand - einer der Hauptgründe ist, der die bessere Leistung beim unterbrochenen Schnitt Verfahren erklären könnte. Angepasste Wärmeausdehnungskoeffizienten entgegen das Substrat, plastische Verformung und bessere Korngrenzen-Kohäsion (was zu mehr Zähigkeit führt) sind Faktoren, die nicht nur zu dieser erhaltenen strukturellen Integrität beitragen, sondern auch zu einer verlängerten Standzeit beim Fräsen im Einsatz. 
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1. Introduction 
 Continuous enhancement of productivity, reduction of manufacturing costs and upgrading capabilities of the products are three vital pillars for sustainable corporations in nowadays fierce competitive environment. For the metal cutting industry, this mainly relies on the increase of the cutting speed (and/or the feed rate), which leads to accelerated tool wear as a result of increasing temperatures, mechanical loads and oxidation rate [1]. Then, development of reliable new tools that have extended service life and can withstand these severe service conditions is a key factor for achieving this target. In this regard, although they were introduced a century ago, cemented carbides (also referred to as hardmetals) have been established as leading materials in very demanding applications like cutting and forming of metallic alloys. The reason behind is the excellent combination of hardness, toughness and wear-resistance that they exhibit. Besides their mechanical properties, cemented carbides are widely tunable by selecting the appropriate microstructural parameters, i.e. WC grain size, metallic binder volume fraction, alloying, gradients, etc. [2]. Since the late 60s, the successful deposition of few micrometers thick hard coatings onto cemented carbides as external protective layers, has driven the performance and service life of the tools to a superior level (more than 100 times service life improvement [3,4]). As a consequence, the majority of tools used for metal cutting are coated [5–7]. Therefore, the optimization of such tribological coatings is nowadays a key strategy for increasing manufacturing process efficiency [8]. 
 The introduction of coatings to metal cutting applications started with the deposition of TiC monolayer by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [9]. Since then, more 
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complex multilayer assemblies have been designed, new deposition routes have been developed (particularly physical vapor deposition (PVD)) and innovative compounds have been proposed and validated (TiN, Ti(C,N), TiAlN, Al2O3, etc.) [6,7,10].  Majority of these coatings are generally based on carbon and/or nitrogen in a solid solution (ordered phase) with transition metal element(s) which provides these compounds a unique hybrid combination of ceramic- and metal-like properties.  Moreover, continuously rising performance has been achieved by the introduction of new transition metal compounds together with microstructural design adopting different strategies (i.e. texture control, grain boundary engineering, residual stress development, etc.). 
 Within the above described framework, by changing exclusively the chemical nature of the carbonitride layer, a recently developed Zr(C,N)/Al2O3 multilayer CVD coated milling insert has shown extended tool life in comparison to the established Ti(C,N)/Al2O3 coated inserts [11]. This finding may be considered somehow surprising, as the respective mechanical and physical properties of Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) are quite comparable [12,13]. It is then the scope of the present thesis to conduct an in-depth investigation and comparison of these carbonitride coatings by means of mechanical testing and microstructural characterization at different length scales: bulk, microstructural and atomic. Besides, not only the intrinsic and isolated properties of the coatings are studied but also their respective interaction and deformation with the substrate. The major goals are to reveal different failure mechanisms of the intermediate carbonitride coating, the corresponding critical properties and their resulting impact on the assemblage (i.e. association with the substrate) that makes cutting tools with Zr(C,N) hard coating a superior system (for interrupted cutting) in comparison to the conventional Ti(C,N) system counterpart. 
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 This thesis is organized into four main chapters. In the first one, state of the art of transition-metal compounds, hard coatings and deposition processes related to the study will be introduced. The second chapter presents characterization and testing techniques deployed in the investigations. Afterwards, results and discussions are given as a summary of articles, where connection and interrelation between these studies is addressed. Finally, the last chapter is devoted to the conclusions and future works. A graphical outline of the thesis is presented in Figure 1-1. More details of the papers’ scope and interrelation is given in section 4.1. 
 Figure 1-1: Graphical outline of the thesis arranged as cumulative dissertation of papers: paper I [14], paper II [15], paper III [16] and paper IV [17]. (Images of insert and cross section are adapted from Sandvik Coromant).  
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2. State of the art 2.1 Preamble 
 Hard coatings used in the metal cutting industry are based on the metal transition compounds. This section will present first an outline of the special properties of transition metal carbonitrides compounds with a focus on the materials concerned (titanium and zirconium carbonitride). Afterwards, development of hard coatings and deposition techniques related to metal cutting industry is given. 2.2 Transition metal carbonitrides 2.2.1 Overview 
 Transition metal carbides (TMC), nitrides (TMN) and carbonitrides (TMCN) are compounds that combine physical properties of both ceramics (high hardness and stiffness, thermal and chemical stability) and metals (electrical and thermal conductivity, metallic glare). These hybrid properties are attributed to a complex mixture of covalent, ionic and metallic atomic bonding [5]. As a result, these compounds have been deployed in various technological applications: metal cutting operations as wear-resistant protective coatings [5–7], microelectronics industry (diffusion barriers, interconnectors, etc.) [18,19], nuclear reactors [20–22] and aerospace applications [23,24]. 
 The initial report on the synthesis of these materials dates back to the end of the 19th century where synthesis of ZrC was reported for the first time by Moissan and Lengfeld [25]. Then, after more than half a century, studies on single crystalline 
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and sintered transition-metal carbides have skyrocketed from the 60s until the 80s, due to the race to space and the quest for materials performing at extreme conditions [24]. The focus was on studying the mechanical properties and plasticity at high temperature of these compounds [26–35], since they possess outstanding potential in extreme environment such as aerospace and metal cutting. Later on, since the late 90s, it was understood that different hybrid properties (ceramic- and metal-like) for this class of materials are generally more related to their electronic structures and atomic bonding than to their crystal structure. Consequently, with the boost of computing capabilities, extensive fundamental research based on first principles calculations has been conducted to explain their mechanical and physical properties [36–46].  
 TMCs and TMNs are closely related in crystal structure type, phase relationship, bonding characteristics, and electrical and magnetic properties [47]. Often these carbides and nitrides form solid solutions resulting in transition metal carbonitrides [5]. Lattice structure of these compounds may be described as close packed or nearly close-packed arrangements of metal atoms with smaller non-metal atoms located in the interstitial cites. For most of the structures, non-metal atoms are isolated and there is no apparent bonding between them [47]. Depending on the application, the two main synthesis routes of these materials are through either powder metallurgy or vapor deposition (for thin layers). 2.2.2 Mechanical properties 
 Although TMCs, TMNs and TMCNs exhibit outstanding mechanical properties regarding hardness, strength and stiffness, the limiting factor for these compounds to be deployed for broader applications is their intrinsic brittleness and failure through 
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cracking. The brittleness at room temperature is attributed to limited or absence of dislocation activity. However, at high temperatures, it is generally found that TMCs undergo a brittle to ductile transition, and deforms in a similar manner to the fcc (face centered cubic) metals [47,48], as a result of the thermal activation of additional slip systems. Recently, Kiani et al. have proven by means of in-situ compression in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) that TaC and ZrC single crystals can deform plastically at room temperature through dislocation motion along two active slip systems [44,49]. However, it must be noted that in order to experience extensive plastic deformation in bulk polycrystalline materials, a minimum of five independent slip systems are necessary for compatibility of the strain transfer between different oriented crystals (Von Mises criterium). For technical ceramics, different strategies have been implemented to tackle the brittleness issue: microstructural design, fiber or ductile phase reinforcement, grain boundary engineering, extrinsic toughening mechanism, multilayered assemblage, etc. In the last two decades, new strategies based on first principles calculations have been established for transition metal compounds to tune their mechanical properties. For TMCNs it was reported that by balancing C and N ratios in order to obtain a valence electron concentration (VEC) of about 8.4 per cell, maximum hardness is obtained as a result of creation of strong atomic bonding that resists to shearing [36].   Oppositely, to enhance the ductility of the TMNs while maintaining hardness, specific alloying elements are introduced in 
order to maximize the VEC (≥ 10) which results in lowering of the shear resistance and promotion of dislocation glide [50–52]. 
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2.2.3 Thermal properties 
 One of the key advantages of TMCs, TMNs and TMCNs compounds is that their excellent properties, such as high hardness and chemical resistance, do not deteriorate considerably at high temperatures. Moreover, several TMCs and TMNs (based on Zr, Hf, Nb, and Ta) compounds belong to the group referred to as ultrahigh temperature ceramics (UHTC), i.e.  materials exhibiting the highest melting points of any known compounds [24,53] (Figure 2-1). This class of materials are binary compounds in which an early transition metal, such as Zr, Hf, Ti, Nb, and Ta, is combined with carbon, nitrogen or boron [24].  
 Thermal expansion of these compounds is a critical parameter as they are practically not used in a standalone manner but in association with other materials [5]. As an example, upon the thermal load, dissimilar coefficient of thermal expansion between transition metal compound coating and a given substrate can cause structural damage of the assemblage. Generally, the coefficient of thermal expansion of these alloys is higher than the parent transition metal [5]. Concerning thermal conductivity, it is substantially higher than those usually reported for ceramic oxides. Unexpectedly, it is even reported that the thermal conductivity of TMC increases with rising temperature which is a peculiar phenomenon [5]. It is important to emphasize that titanium-, zirconium- and hafnium- carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides can be melted without decomposition [5]. Besides, the corresponding carbides and more generally transition metal monocarbides of the IVB and VB groups can be indeed melted congruently [5]. 
State of the art 
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 Figure 2-1: A comparison of the melting temperatures of the most refractory members of several classes of materials. Several borides, carbides, and nitrides have melting temperatures above 3000 °C and are considered ultra-high temperature ceramics. For comparison, the melting temperature of Zr is ~ 1850 °C and the melting temperature of Hf is ~2227 °C. (Taken from [54]).  2.2.4 Titanium carbonitride Ti(C,N) 
 Solid solution of titanium carbide (TiC) and titanium nitride (TiN) forms titanium carbonitride (Ti(C,N)). Similarly to its corresponding nitrides and carbides, Ti(Cx,N1-x) compound is crystallized in a NaCl B1 crystal lattice, with Fm3�m as the corresponding space group. From another perspective, this can be viewed as a titanium face centered cubic (fcc) with carbon and nitrogen occupying the octahedral sites randomly (Figure 2-2). The solid-state properties are tunable with variation of 
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[C]/[C]+[N] ratio, offering a large field for tailoring these compounds [5]. Moreover, over the entire range of concentration (0≤x≤1), the formation energy (Gibbs free energy) is favorable for a complete miscibility of TiC and TiN, with a minimum value of this energy located between 0.5 < 𝑥𝑥 < 0.75 [38]. Titanium based carbonitrides are conventionally used as the hard phase for cermets composites also known as Ti(C,N) hardmetals [2]. Their microstructure is characterized by core-rim structure embedded in a tough metal binder. Besides, Ti(C,N) is used widely as wear-resistant hard coating for cutting tools, and it is one of the most used coating materials [55]. The main reason is the remarkable thermo-mechanical resistance of Ti(C,N) compared to traditional TiN and TiC hard coatings, which then supported its implementation in metal cutting industry [56]. Adjustment of the C/N ratio enables tuning the properties of Ti(C,N) from high hardness and low friction of TiC to relative high toughness and chemical stability of TiN [41,57]. 
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 Figure 2-2: Rock salt crystal structure of Ti/Zr(C,N): metal atoms (large blue spheres) and carbon/nitrogen atoms (small dark spheres).  2.2.5 Zirconium carbonitride Zr(C,N) 
 Similarly to Ti(C,N), Zr(C,N) is a solid solution of zirconium carbide (ZrC) and zirconium nitride (ZrN). The crystal lattice and space group are similar to Ti(C,N) [58]. Likewise, formation energy for Zr(Cx,N1-x) indicates complete miscibility between ZrC and ZrN in the entire concentration range and a minimum value of this energy between 0.5 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 0.6 [39]. 
 Considering that titanium and zirconium are successive elements in the fourth group, their respective compounds have generally similar physical properties. Zirconium based compounds are used as an alternative to the respective titanium 
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based ones due to the enhanced high temperature durability and chemical stability [46], corrosion resistance [59,60], and better tribological properties [61–64]. 
 Opposite to Ti(C,N), applications and studies of Zr(C,N) are limited. It has been used for tribological applications [65,66] and as wear-resistant coating in metal cutting applications [5,63,67]. Nevertheless, there is a recognition that Zr(C,N) is a promising material in highly demanding applications [5,46,67], and may provide coatings that outperform the current Ti(C,N) coating used [53]. Table 1 reports some physical values of titanium and zirconium compounds. 
 
Table 1: Physical properties of Ti/Zr carbonitrides. Values without a corresponding reference are taken from [5]. Underlined values are extracted from curves. (*It was reported by Agte et al. that melting temperature of Ti(C0.5,N0.5) is 45° higher than TiC [68]). 
Ti/Zr   compound Pearson symbol Lattice parameter (Å) density (g cm-3) Melting point (°C) Nano-hardness (GPa) Young modulus (GPa) Heat cond. (W m-1 K-1) Thermal expansion (10-6 K-1) Electrical resistivity (µΩ cm) 
TiC cF8 4.328 4.93 3067 31.7 [13] 450 28.9 8.5 100 
TiN cF8 4.242 5.39 3050 19.4 [13] 420 29 9.9 27 
Ti(C0.5,N0.5) cF8 4.286 [69] 5.15 [70] 3112* [68] 26.5 [13] 463 [13] - 9.2 [71] 52.5 [12] 
ZrC cF8 4.7 6.46 3420 27.6 [13] 350 24.6 7.5 75 
ZrN cF8 4.57 7.32 3000 18.9 [13] 460 11 7.8 24 
Zr(C0.5,N0.5) cF8 4.625 [69] 6.95 [72] - 24.4 [13] 405 [13] 22.2 [12] 7.7 [71] 50 [12] 
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2.3 Hard coatings for metal cutting 2.3.1 Metal cutting 
 Metal cutting operations can be divided into three main groups: drilling, turning and milling. The latter operation has the largest cutting tools market share [7]. However, it is the most demanding application, as metal cutting is performed with a revolving multi-edged cutting tool in which each cutting insert is subjected to considerable thermo-mechanical cycling, accelerating the wear and reducing the overall tool life. 
 Generally, conditions under which the cutting tool is subjected are extreme: tools are under a combination of huge thermal loading (up to 1200 °C [73]), very large mechanical stresses (in the order of a couple of GPas [6]) and harsh chemical environment due to oxidation and corrosion (when lubrication is used). For this purpose, several micrometers thick hard layers are deposited on the cutting tools for protection against this aggressive environment. Consequently, load-bearing capacity is enhanced and huge thermal flux which causes plastic deformation of the cutting edge is reduced. An example of this improvement is presented in Figure 2-3. 
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  Figure 2-3: Decrease of mechanical and thermal loads of cemented carbide tools in milling by the application of PVD-coatings. (Taken from [6]).  2.3.2 Coatings development 
 Introduction of coatings to cemented carbide tools dates from the late 1960s, when TiC was deposited on a hardmetal through the CVD process for turning applications [9,10,73]. Back then, 2-3 µm thick coating enhanced not only tool life twice, but also reduced cutting forces, friction and vibrations, in comparison to the corresponding uncoated tool [73]. In 1973, a remarkable breakthrough in service life was achieved by multilayer design which permitted an improvement of up to 1000% [73]. Nearly ten years later, PVD coatings were introduced to the market which initially started with - and until today mainly based on - TiN compounds [6]. Later on, 
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additional multilayer coating strategies have been adopted to functionalize and tune properties of the coatings. As an example, for CVD coatings (Figure 2-4), Al2O3 outer layer is deposited as a thermal barrier which mitigates both high heat flux generated during cutting and adhesive wear. Ti(C,N,O) ensures a very good adhesion and anchoring between Zr(C,N) and alumina layer. Thin TiN starting interlayer (between the substrate and the coating) is deposited to promote nucleation of the carbonitride film, to act as a diffusion barrier layer and to improve adhesion to the substrate. Nowadays, although the literature is abundant on other various investigated compounds, TiN, Ti(C,N), Al2O3 and TiAlN coatings - which were introduced back in 1970s and 1980s - remain the most used coatings in cutting tools [7]. Majority of hard coating deployed in metal cutting industry are deposited either by CVD or PVD (Figure 2-5). 
 Figure 2-4: Cross section of a CVD coated milling cutting insert showing the different layers deposited on the WC-Co substrate [16]. 
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 In addition to the substrate, improvement of tool life and performance depends on tailoring the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the coatings to comply with requirements of the metal-cutting process. Through the years, constant optimization of the microstructure, compounds and phases, interfaces and multilayer design has permitted outstanding extension of tool life service to more than 100 times in comparison to uncoated counterparts [3,4]. 
 Figure 2-5: Evolution of coating materials for cutting tools. Nowadays, CVD AlTiN has become a trend since its introduction in the market in 2011 [74]. (Taken from [6]).  2.3.3 Deposition processes 
2.3.3.1 Physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
 Physical vapor deposition features a large group of vacuum based coating deposition processes in which the base material is physically extracted from a source (called the target) [6]. For hard coatings, reactive processes are used where a reactive gas is introduced (N2, O2, C2H2) to react with the produced material base vapor to form 
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the desired compound. The consolidated coatings are away from the thermodynamic equilibrium and are characterized by a high density of defects which yields high hardness, compressive stresses, and metastable phases [75].   2.3.3.2 Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
 Chemical vapor deposition could be defined as the deposition of a solid through vapor chemical reactions which are activated on a heated substrate [76]. The process was developed during the 19th century for incandescent lamps by coating filament wires with carbon or metals to increase their life time [77]. As mentioned before, the process was scaled to metal cutting inserts in 1969 with the deposition of TiC on cemented carbides.  
For transition metal compounds, the deposition is a thermally activated reaction between gas precursors containing the metal base (e.g. halides) and carbon, nitrogen or oxygen source gas. Different compounds can be formed depending on the mixtures of gases. Two types of reactors can be distinguished: hot-wall reactor where the whole system is heated, and cold-wall reactor where only the substrate is heated. The former technique is well suited for mass production by batch processing, as a large number of substrates can be coated simultaneously [4]. 
 Reactions which form solid products (or powder) between precursors in the gas phase are qualified as homogeneous nucleation. However, this reaction is usually detrimental to the process (formation of unwanted complexes, consumption of precursors) as the objective is to initiate a heterogenous reaction on the substrate (Figure 2-6). 
 The CVD process is atomistic in nature, i.e. deposition species are molecules or atoms or a combination of them [76]. Consequently, exact mechanisms occurring at 
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the molecular or atomic scale for crystal formation affecting grain size and texture are complex and still not completely understood. Generally, two regimes are proposed depending on the rate-limiting step: surface kinetics controlled and mass transport controlled. In the latter, diffusion of precursors from the laminar gas to the surface is slower than the reaction of species adsorption at the surface. Oppositely, with higher temperature and lower pressure, diffusion is increased and layer thickness is decreased which shifts the regime to a surface kinetics one [75]. Surface kinetics controlled regime provides a more uniform deposition within the coating [75]. Control of the coating microstructure (which is affecting its properties directly) has been done through trial and error adjustment of precursors’ partial pressures and temperature. 
 
 Figure 2-6: Schematic illustration of the basic process steps involved in CVD: gas feed (1), heterogeneous reaction (2), homogeneous reaction (3), and gas exhaust (4). The heterogeneous reaction comprises transport of the reactants through the boundary layer and adsorption (2a), chemical reactions at the substrate surface (2b), nucleation and growth (2c), and desorption of by-products (2d) (Redrawn after Spear (1982) [78] and Choy (2003) [79]). (Taken from [75]).  
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 Transition-metal based CVD processes can be divided into three main groups: 
 - High temperature CVD (HT-CVD). It can be described as the first-generation process. The relatively high deposition temperature (950-1150 °C [75]) prohibited its use for a large number of substrates (e.g.  high-speed steel). Even for cemented carbides, this range of temperature causes diffusion of substrate elements during crystal growth which affects the deposition processes [10]. Moreover, high temperatures can cause decarburization of the substrate which can result in the formation of a brittle carbon deficient tungsten carbide, called Eta-phase (M6,12C with M=W,Co) at the substrate-coating interface. Thus, toughness and performance of the cutting tool are negatively affected. 
 - Moderate temperature CVD (MT-CVD). The use of acetonitrile (CH3CN) as a carbon and nitrogen source reduced the deposition temperature (700-900 °C [80]) due to its higher reactivity in comparison to other sources, like N2 and CH4. Besides, C/N ratio is maintained constant for the deposited compound [81]. As a result, HT-CVD was replaced by MT-CVD for the deposition of Ti(C,N). Consequently, formation of the brittle Eta-phase could be strongly reduced [80–82]. 
 - Low temperature CVD (LT-CVD). Lower deposition temperatures (below 750 °C) could be achieved mainly by three methods. The first one is by reaction activation through plasma assisted (or enhanced) process (PA/PE-CVD). The second one is by introducing ammonia (NH3) as a nitrogen source [83–91] with - usually - low pressure in the CVD chamber [84–90]. This process is known as low pressure CVD (LP-CVD) and it is extensively used in microelectronics industry. The third method is by using decomposable precursors at lower temperature like metalorganic and organometallic precursors (MO-CVD) [92,93]. These processes have some shortcomings like 
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impurity incorporation and low deposition rates for MO-CVD [64], and chlorine contamination (when using chloride containing precursors) at lower deposition temperatures for PA-CVD and LP-CVD. 2.3.3.3 Physical vapor deposition vs chemical vapor deposition 
 Advantages of PVD over CVD can be summarized as: 
 - Lower deposition temperatures (450 – 550 °C [6]) which allows its use for a broad range of substrates sensible to higher temperatures. 
 - Compressive stresses instead of tensile stresses, which is crucial for interrupted cutting operations like milling.   
 - Environmental issues related to the use of the vapor halide precursors and the resulting by-products, which are often hazardous and toxic. 
 In contrast, CVD permits deposition of thicker coatings with higher deposition rates, large-scale production and better interfacial adhesion. More importantly, homogenous thickness can be obtained even for complex geometries, as the precursors react on the preheated substrate regardless of the geometry, opposite to PVD where the deposition is directional to the target (line-of-sight deposition). 
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3. Experimental procedure 3.1 Materials 
 The investigated coated hardmetal specimens were provided by AB Sandvik Coromant. The coatings were deposited on cemented carbide substrates in an industrial hot-wall CVD reactor.  These samples can be divided into two main groups: Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N). The only difference between these two groups is the chemical nature of the carbonitride wear-resistant layer. Following paragraphs in this section will provide generalities and basics about the mechanical testing methods and characterization techniques used in this study. More details about the specimens and equipment parameters can be found in the related papers I [14], II [15], III [16] and IV [17]. 3.2 Testing 3.2.1 Micro-compression testing 
 Since the introduction of micro-compression technique by Uchic et al. in 2004 
[94], the use of experimental micro-/nanomechanical testing has been boosted. This method has been used mainly to study single crystals in terms of slip systems involved in plastic deformation, plasticity size-effects [94–96] and dislocation interactions at bi-crystalline grain boundaries as well [97,98]. In a few studies, this technique has been extended to investigate the deformation of brittle materials and thin hard coatings [99–106]. Although nanoindentation is the most widespread method to characterize mechanical properties of thin hard layers, investigation of deformation 
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mechanics from the residual imprint is a challenging task. The main reason behind is that  multi-axial stresses and strains generated during contact loading are complex [107,108]. In this regard, micro-compression emerges as a more adapted method for such micromechanical characterization, considering the relative uniform stress distribution [108] and the ease of processing micropillars. Micropillar compression could eventually be used for evaluating mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and yield stress. However, special care has to be given to the experimental shortcomings which can corrupt the resulting data [109]. 
 In the present study, micro-compression tests are carried out ex-situ with the aid of a Hysitron Tribo-Indenter Ti 900 equipped with a Performech controller and a 5 µm diamond flat punch. In-situ scanning probe microscopy (SPM) of the pillar using the flat punch as a probe is possible with the Piezo-scanner which is coupled to the transducer. Maximum load that can be actuated by the transducer is around 35 mN. A displacement-controlled loading function was chosen for all the experiments. 
 Micropillar specimens were produced using a FEI Helios Nanolab DualBeam 600 SEM/FIB (Scanning electron microscope/Focused ion beam). Successive annular milling steps were conducted to achieve the final shape of the pillar with an aspect ratio (diameter/height) of 1/3. More details about the SEM/FIB equipment are given in section 3.3.2. Micropillar compression method was implemented in paper I [14] and paper III [16]. 3.2.2 Spherical indentation testing 
 Spherical indentation was deployed to study “macromechanical” deformation behavior of the entire coated system. Damage scenarios resulting from contact loading on wear-resistant CVD hard coatings deposited on the hardmetal substrate 
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were analyzed and documented in paper IV [17]. Damage is introduced in a controlled manner by means of a blunt indenter (spherical) which permits applying concentrated stresses over a small area of the specimen surface, such that damage evolution with increasing applied load can be assessed. This experimental approach has proven to be successful in the evaluation of contact damage mechanisms in hard and brittle bulk materials [110–112], as well as in coating-substrate systems, mainly PVD-coated hardmetals and tool steels [113–117]. 
 In paper IV [17], the tests were conducted using a servo-hydraulic testing machine (Instron 8500) and a hardmetal indenter with a curvature radius (rsph) of 1.25 mm. Monotonic loads were applied using a trapezoidal waveform. 3.3 Characterization 3.3.1 Confocal microscope 
 Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a microscopic optical imaging technique that delivers 3D images of surfaces with high spatial and - particularly - depth resolution, in comparison to classical imaging techniques. In contrast to conventional optical microscope systems, CLSM uses a focused sharp beam which scans the surface of the sample point by point in a raster way. Multiple lateral (X,Y) images are obtained at different focus length which permits to construct 3D images. The name “confocal” originates from the use of a confocal optical system. It is based on the employment of a pinhole in front of the image detector that filters flare or out-of-focus light (emerging from above and below the focal plane [118]). This pinhole is confocally positioned to the illuminated spot of the sample surface (Figure 3-1). This confocal arrangement noticeably enhances image contrast [118]. 
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In the present investigation an Olympus OLS4100 was used with a semiconductor laser of 405 nm wavelength. Height and lateral resolutions down to 10 nm and 120 nm, respectively, can be reached. CLSM was used to image damage and cracking induced by spherical indentation in paper IV [17]. 
 Figure 3-1: Difference between non-confocal and confocal optical systems. The use of pinhole is blocking the blur. (Image taken from the Olympus OLS4100 brochure).  3.3.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB) 
 The FEI Helios Nanolab DualBeam 600 is a workstation that combines both scanning electron microscope (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB). The present equipment can be qualified as the backbone of the present study, as it is used for both characterization (or analysis) and sample preparation. 
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3.3.2.1 Scanning electron microscope 
 Scanning electron microscopy is based on the electron-matter interaction, which results in various signals that can be exploited beyond topographical imaging, e.g. chemical composition analysis, phase analysis and crystal orientation. Electrons are emitted from an electron source (Thermionic, Field emission gun (FEG)) and are accelerated through a specific system of apertures and electromagnetic lenses. The generated electron beam penetrates a couple of micrometers into the surface of the sample, and interacts with the atoms producing secondary electrons (SE), backscattered electrons (BSE), X-rays, etc. (Figure 3-2). 
 Generally, secondary and backscattered electrons are used for imaging, where the former delivers topographic contrast and the latter gives both topographical and higher chemical contrast. Chemical composition is obtained using energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) which is coupled to the SEM. 
 Due to the small wavelength of the electron beam, quite a high resolution (around 1 nm) can be obtained [119]. This has permitted achieving high image resolution by scanning the sample surface with the electron beam. The resolution can be greatly enhanced by subjecting the sample to a strong magnetic field (immersion mode) which improves focusing of the beam and increases the resolution. The ultimate lateral resolution of the SEM depends on the diameter of the electron beam [119]. Scanning transmission electron microscope can be conducted in a SEM, and is usually referred to as STEM-in-SEM. This can be realized by mounting of a special STEM detector under an ultra-thin lamella sample which is transparent to high voltage electron beam (~ 30 kV). STEM detector is an important tool that expands the capabilities of SEM systems [120]. 
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 Figure 3-2: Schematic illustrating the formation of teardrop interaction volume upon scattering of the electron beam within the specimen. The probe diameter of a few nanometers results in several cubic micrometers of volume from where signals are generated. This limits the spatial and analytical resolution of the SEM. (Taken from [121]).  3.3.2.2 Focused ion beam 
 FIB uses similar principle as the SEM. However, ions are operated instead of the electrons. Ions are produced from a liquid metal ion source (LMIS), which guaranties high brightness and focusing capabilities. The most common LMIS is gallium (Ga) as a consequence of its low melting temperature (30 °C), low volatility and electrical properties. 
 As a result of their mass, ions are used for milling the material to produce cross sections, thin foils for TEM or machining of structures with micrometric dimensions. Gas-injection modules that react with gallium ions enables enhanced etching (for specific materials) and ion beam activated deposition (IBAD) (e.g. platinum deposition). 
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FIB can also be used for imaging, as secondary electrons are produced during interaction of the ions with sample atoms. These electrons are known as ion induced secondary electrons (ISE). However, since ions have a strong interaction with the crystal atoms, contrast mechanisms of generation of these electrons are different from SE. ISEs provide additional channeling contrast, giving information about crystal orientation and phase [122]. Nevertheless, longer exposure time and higher current are destructive, as sputtering of the material surface becomes important. Besides, Ga incorporation (or contamination) either for imaging or milling is a non-negligible shortcoming of this technique [123]. 
 Most of contemporary FIB systems are coupled with SEM (dual-beam equipment) where FIB column is tilted with a certain angle to the vertical SEM column (Figure 3-3). 
 Figure 3-3: Schematic illustration of a dual-beam FIB–SEM instrument. Expanded view shows the electron and ion beam sample interaction. (Taken from [122]). 
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3.3.3 Electron back scattered diffraction 
 Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) is a powerful image orientation technique which is performed through a dedicated detector (or camera) coupled to a SEM. This technique permits crystallographic characterization of crystalline materials through scanning of an electron beam of the sample surface which gives in each scan point a corresponding EBSD pattern [124]. In addition to the orientation of crystals, other features of grains such as texture, phase nature identification and strain in individual grains can be obtained. 
 This method is based on backscatter diffraction of an electron beam with a crystal lattice plane. It produces two diffracting electron cones for each plane which are projected on a phosphor screen. The corresponding intersection generates a pattern which is known as Kikuchi band. As multiple diffractions are occurring from different crystal planes, the resulting bands give rise to Kikuchi patterns (e.g. Figure 3-4). The angles between Kikuchi bands correspond to interplanar angles, and the width of the bands is related to the interplanar spacing. EBSD is also known as backscatter Kikuchi diffraction (BKD) or backscatter electron Kikuchi diffraction (BEKD) [125]. The first observation of a diffraction pattern in backscattering mode dates back to 1928 by Nishikawa and Kikuchi [126]. 
 EBSD systems are automated and consist of three main units: the SEM, the pattern acquisition device (or camera) and a dedicated software. The main role of the software is first the detection of the patterns (with Hough transformation), and then their subsequent indexation by comparison of the measured angles and interplanar distances with crystals’ theoretical values. Unlike SEM, spatial resolution of EBSD is not related to the diameter of the electron beam but rather to the resulting interaction 
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volume which generates the patterns. This interaction volume is a function principally of the accelerating voltage, the specimen density and the tilt toward the electron beam [125]. Nevertheless, even if it reduces the resolution, the  specimen is tilted to increase yield of the backscattered electrons leaving the sample [124]. EBSD patterns could also be obtained in transmission, which offers a higher spatial resolution [124]. However, in that case, thin foil specimen is necessary. This technique is called transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD). 
 Figure 3-4: Kikuchi patterns at 20 kV of Zr(C,N) grain from the studied polycrystalline thin coating.  An EBSD scan can be used to analyze plastic strain by the calculation of a local misorientation within pixel grains. As dislocations are generated in the material, residual strain is translated in variations in lattice orientations. Then local misorientations give an indication of the strain distribution in the material [127]. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that EBSD is a surface sensitive technique. 
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Hence, for a successful measurement, careful surface preparation is necessary as the damage induced on the surface due to the preparation degrades strongly the quality of the EBSD patterns [127]. 
 EDAX Hikari system - associated with the same FEI Helios Nanolab DualBeam 600 - was used. Raw data were processed with OIM AnalysisTM v7 software. EBSD was used in paper I [14] to check the polycrystalline microstructure and map the strain in the crystals. Furthermore, it was utilized in paper III [16] to investigate the microstructural phase assemblage and check slip systems in WC phase. 3.3.4 Atom probe tomography 
 Atom probe tomography (APT) is a powerful technique which enables three-dimensional chemical analyses at the atomic scale. APT combines one of the principles of field ion microscopy (which is a projection type microscope with atomic resolution) with a time of flight spectrometer (which is related to the chemical nature of the elements) [128]. However, in contrast to field ion microscopy, ions of the samples are evaporated in a high vacuum chamber. Samples have to be prepared in order to have a needle-shaped geometry with an apex radius of 50-100 nm. The volume that can be analyzed is in the order of 100 × 100 × 300 nm3. FIB has become a standard technique for samples preparation through wedge lift-out method [129].  
 The APT chamber is held at ultra-high vacuum (pressure lower than 1.33 × 10−8 Pa) and the stage is cooled down to cryogenic temperatures. To produce the required electrostatic field, a high electrical voltage is applied between the specimen and a counter-electrode placed in front of the latter.  To induce the evaporation of atoms from the surface, two possible modes can be applied: either high-voltage pulses or laser pulses. In voltage mode, the counter-electrode is connected to a negative high-
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voltage pulser, while in the laser mode, a pulsed laser is focused on the specimen apex (Figure 3-5). Then, upon the electrostatic high-voltage and the pulsed excitation (which is either voltage or laser pulses), atoms of the surface are progressively evaporated and collected by a (x,y) position-sensitive and time-resolved detector [130,131]. Recorded time-of-flights of the different ions are converted to mass-to-charge ratios which are represented in the form of a histogram called mass spectrum. This mass spectrum is directly related to the chemical nature of the element [130,131]. Finally, the 3D reconstruction is performed with a dedicated software using as an input the (x,y) recorded positions, arrival sequence order of the ions for z position and the analyzed chemical nature. For more details on the reconstruction method, an exhaustive description can be found in reference [132]. 
 A local electrode atom probe LEAP™ 3000X HR was used in the present study in laser mode. The datasets were reconstructed and analyzed with the IVAS™3.6.14 software (CAMECA). APT was carried out to highlight potential element (or phase) segregations at grain boundaries of carbonitrides coatings (Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N)). Details about the experimental parameters are given in paper II [15]. 
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Figure 3-5: Experimental setup for atom probe tomography. Counter-electrode (CE) is linked to the HV pulser which applies nanosecond rise time voltage pulses causing field evaporation of surface atoms towards the position sensitive detector (PSD). Pulsed laser which focused on the sample apex can be used as well for atom evaporation. (Taken from [130]).  3.3.5 X-ray synchrotron  
 A synchrotron can be described generally as a cyclic particle accelerator which produces radiation. This synchrotron radiation is produced through deflection (or deceleration) of accelerated particles via a magnetic field. Hence, this radiation is also known as “Magnetobremsstrahlung". When electrons are accelerated fast enough, X-ray radiation can be generated as a result of the deflection. Then X-ray synchrotron is defined as a powerful source of bright and intense X-rays which are produced by acceleration and constant deflection (through different types of magnets) of high energy electrons circulating in a closed loop, known as “storage ring”. The latter is composed of a set of focusing and deflection magnets that circulate the electrons 
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inside the ring track. The produced radiation is redirected and collected by what is called “beamlines” that surround the storage ring. Each beamline is designed for a specific research area; hence, a particular diffractometer assembly. 
 The main advantage of using energy dispersive (ED) diffraction offered by the synchrotron, instead of the angle dispersive (AD) available with conventional X-ray diffractometers, is the mode of data recording [133]. In the ED approach, a complete diffraction spectrum with a multitude of reflections can be obtained in a fixed position (for both sample and detector) and within a couple of seconds. This property offers additional testing possibilities. Moreover, smaller beam divergence provides higher resolution strain profiling [133]. 
 In the present study, residual stresses were measured by means of ED X-ray diffraction with synchrotron radiation. It was performed at the Material Science Beamline EDDI (Energy dispersive diffraction) of the Helmholtz-Zentrum at the storage ring BESSY in Berlin, Germany [133]. The sin2ψ method was used to determine residual stress values. Principles of this method are discussed here briefly.  
 When a crystal is subjected to an elastic strain, the lattice spacing “d” depends on this applied strain. Based on this dependency, the named method “sin²Ψ” is used to calculate strain in polycrystalline materials; and thus, residual stress. In case of a biaxial rotationally symmetric stress state, the lattice spacing dΨ is a function of the angle Ψ between the surface normal and the diffraction vector according to the following relation: 
𝜀𝜀(Ψ) = 𝑑𝑑Ψ−𝑑𝑑0
𝑑𝑑0
= �2𝑆𝑆1ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 + 12 𝑆𝑆2ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 sin² Ψ� 𝜎𝜎          (1) 
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where d0 is the strain free lattice spacing and 𝑆𝑆1ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 12 𝑆𝑆2ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘  are X-ray elastic constants (XECs) of the coating material [134]. By plotting the strain 𝜀𝜀(Ψ) (which is calculated from the measured lattice parameter dΨ) versus sin²ψ (see Figure 3-6), residual stress can be determined from the corresponding slope of the straight line [134]. 
 Figure 3-6: Schematic plot of the sin²ψ principle. ψ is the angle between the sample normal and diffraction vector. The dependency of lattice spacing d with the angle Ψ is shown for rotationally symmetric tensile stress. The slope of the line gives the residual stress in the coating. (Adapted from [134,135]).   Thermal residual stresses of single-layered samples (Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N)) were measured in paper IV [17]. Corresponding experimental parameters used at the beamline are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Experimental parameters of X-ray synchrotron measurements [135]. Primary Beam 0.5*0.5 mm²  Secondary optics Double slit system 0.03*8 mm² (equatorial*axial) Diffraction angle 2θ = 9° Detector Low energy solid state germanium detector (Canberra GL0110) Counting time 100 s Calibration Gold powder (standard specimen in glass plate)  
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4. Summary of the results 4.1 Scope of the papers  
 As stated in the introduction of this thesis, the major target is to unveil properties and deformation mechanisms responsible for the extended tool life of Zr(C,N) based milling inserts, as compared to that exhibited by Ti(C,N) counterpart. Opposite to the latter, available literature on properties of zirconium-based nitrides, carbides and carbonitrides are very limited. Existing studies on these materials are focused on synthesis methods.  Available data on the physical properties of this class of materials has to be handled with care as the synthesis processes are distinct among different research groups. It then yields large disparities in chemical composition, microstructure and density [136]. Pioneering work of Lengauer’s research group addressed these shortcomings and provided reliable data of group IV carbonitride compounds [12,13]. Regarding the compounds under consideration here, physical and mechanical properties are quite comparable, considering that Zr and Ti are successive in the 4th group of the periodic table. Comparison shows that actually Ti(C0.5,N0.5) is gradually harder and stiffer than Zr(C0.5,N0.5) (Table 1). Overall better performance of the former in interrupted cutting would then be expected. However, it is not actually the case [11]. Hence, to understand the different wear behavior, the first approach was to investigate deformation mechanisms of these coatings at the microstructural scale. Micropillar compression was chosen and the results are presented in paper I [14]. Paper II [15] is directly related to the former, but here investigations are deepened to understand the distinctive low cohesive strength at the grain boundaries (GBs) of Ti(C,N), and correlate it to presumable segregation 
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highlighted by APT. As the Zr(C,N) presented better ductility over Ti(C,N) while keeping similar strength, the next step was to evaluate deformation mechanisms of this newly developed coating within the coated system, i.e. taking into consideration the substrate and corresponding interlayer at the interface. This was the objective of paper III [16]. Finally, in paper IV [17], the entire assemblage is tested at the macro-scale by means of spherical indentation. This approach was implemented to simulate and analyze failure at a coarser scale (comparable to application-related use) in order to depict the impact of the carbonitride layer on the entire assemblage, and compare these findings to the results obtained at the microstructural scale. Main strategy followed for this work is to study, analyze and compare Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) systems. 4.2 Paper I: Deformation mechanisms of the carbonitride layer 
Title: Investigations on micro-mechanical properties of polycrystalline Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) coatings. 
 Deformation behavior and micro-mechanical properties at room temperature of Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) CVD coatings were evaluated. As mentioned in section 3.2.1, micropillar compression was selected - instead of nanoindentation - as a method of investigation, due to relatively more uniform stress-strain field. With respect to other micro-mechanical tests like micro-cantilever bending or micro-beam tension, tests under compression might imitate some deformation scenarios that are likely to occur in cutting applications. Analogous studies for hard coatings are scarce, and to the best knowledge of the authors, very few studies handle micro-compression testing of polycrystalline hard coatings [99–105], and none of them address transition-metal carbonitrides. 
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 As these tests were performed on thin coating deposited on a non-conventional substrate for these experiments (WC-Co), the experimental setup was initially studied with the aid of finite element modeling (FEM).  From stress-displacement curves, both Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) exhibited a relatively high yield strength (around 14 GPa), and Ti(C,N) was found to be stiffer than Zr(C,N). Meanwhile, the latter exhibited higher toughness. Post-mortem SEM showed that, different from Zr(C,N) where the crack path is undefined, Ti(C,N) undergoes a pure intergranular crack propagation and grain decohesion after yielding (Figure 4-1). EBSD mapping of post-compressed pillars revealed that Zr(C,N) exhibits misorientation gradients which are absent in Ti(C,N). This result suggests that in addition to its high strength and better cohesive strength, Zr(C,N) attested additionally plastic deformation at room temperature. The brittle behavior of Ti(C,N) is dominated by low cohesive strength along the GBs and reduced dislocation activation at room temperature. The results presented in this work may explain the enhanced performance of Zr(C,N) under cycled thermo-mechanical loads by the combination of high hardness, better cohesive strength and its supposed intrinsic plasticity in contrast to Ti(C,N). 
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 Figure 4-1: Top view post-compression images of (a) Ti(C,N) and (b) Zr(C,N) micropillars. While Zr(C,N) shows indefinite crack propagation, Ti(C,N) fails at the GBs revealing low cohesive strength leading to intercolumnar failure [14,15].  4.3 Paper II: Cohesive strength of GBs and crack propagation path 
Title: Atom Probe Tomography investigations on grain boundary segregation in polycrystalline Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) CVD coatings. 
 The second paper is a direct sequel of the first one.  Following the peculiar intergranular crack propagation discerned for Ti(C,N), it was speculated that a particular element (or phase) segregation at GBs could be responsible for its relatively lower cohesive strength. Thus, investigations went deeper with analysis of this hypothesis. Samples containing GBs of both Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N) were explored with atom probe tomography (APT). Looking at the impurity candidates in the literature, it has been reported that chlorine contamination affects the mechanical properties of deposited CVD coating. Chlorine impurities stems from the use of prevalent metal chlorides as a precursor in CVD reactions. However, this issue 
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concerns almost exclusively low-temperature CVD processes, which are different from the present case in which the deposition temperature is in the range of 885-930 °C. Moreover, most authors have reported that chlorine is incorporated into the lattice [88,137–144], rather than to interfaces. Nevertheless, no direct evidence has been provided. Indeed, on the one hand, our results have shown that chlorine segregated at the GBs of Ti(C,N) along with Co in a interlocked way (see Figure 4-2). On the other hand, segregation of homogeneously distributed Co without Cl was evidenced for Zr(C,N). Co is diffusing from the WC-Co substrate to segregate at the interfaces of carbonitrides coating, while exclusive Cl segregation for Ti(C,N) was attributed to the combined effect of lower temperature deposition and higher partial pressure of the metal tetrachloride precursor, in comparison to Zr(C,N). From the calculated elements concentrations, it was suggested that Cl is segregated as a titanium subchloride complex (TiClx, x<4).  
 The next question concerns the impact of segregation on mechanical properties. It might be expected that segregation of cobalt will have a negative effect on the mechanical properties. This is particularly true at higher temperatures, when low melting phases form at the interface, leading to the drop of high-temperature strength [34]. Nevertheless, it was reported that diffusion and segregation of elements (at the GBs) from the WC-Co substrate during the deposition enhances the adhesion to the substrate and wear resistance [145,146]. Surprisingly, it was even reported that a Co-C(N) metal modified covalent bond at the interface is stronger than the bulk bonding between Ti-C(N) [147]. Regarding chlorine segregation, with its intrinsic high electronegativity, it would definitely have a dramatic negative effect on the interfacial cohesion and electronic structure between adjacent atoms at the GBs. For titanium based CVD coatings, it is agreed that mechanical properties degrade with 
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the increase of chlorine content, i.e. decrease in hardness [89,138–142,144,148,149] as well as reduction of adhesion to the substrate [89,141,142,148,149]. Hence, chlorine segregation might be one of the relevant factors contributing to the low cohesive strength at the GBs of Ti(C,N), which results in the specific intergranular fracture behavior evidenced under uniaxial compression of micropillars. 
 Figure 4-2: APT of a Ti(C,N) grain boundary highlighting chlorine and cobalt segregation in an interlocked way without mixing  [15].  4.4 Paper III: Interfacial deformation of Zr(C,N) with the substrate 
Title: Micromechanical investigations of CVD coated WC-Co cemented carbide by micropillar compression. 
 Once the microstructural factors behind better performance of Zr(C,N) have been unveiled, and knowing that in real application the coating is not performing independently but interact with different components of the cutting insert, the next stage was to investigate deformation behavior and interaction of different components of the cutting insert, i.e. WC-Co substrate, TiN bonding layer and  Zr(C,N). 
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Hence, complex interactions between different components under compression in real applications were attempted to be replicated at the micro-scale by using the same technique as before, i.e. micropillar compression. Differently from the previous study, the pillars were milled from a cross-section such that comparable pillars from substrate, coating and their combination, including also the TiN interlayer, were available. 
 The present study is divided into two main sections. The first one focuses on deformation behavior of WC-Co substrate having a fine-grained WC phase and relatively low binder content (not addressed in previous literature reports). Besides, post-mortem deformation and microstructure were investigated using EBSD and high-resolution microscopy. In the second section, new composite pillars containing substrate, coating and the interlayer are evaluated and compared to the response of individual components.  
 Deformation of substrate pillars is influenced strongly by phase assemblage and distribution as distinct loading slopes were obtained for each substrate pillar. Nevertheless, similar to the previous study by Tarragó et al. [150], all the pillars presented an increasing unloading slope (in comparison to the loading) which is related to the change of effective phase assemblage after compression.  Considerable slip takes place in the WC phase, as it has been showcased by the extensive and multiple slip in one sample (according to the established {101�0} 〈112�3〉 slip system [151–154]) and initiation of several slip traces in different WC grains. Hence, in addition to the Co metallic phase, toughness of the cemented carbide may also be attributed to coarse WC phase which can absorb considerable strain energy by deforming plastically. 
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 The second part deals with the hybrid structure. This new composite hybrid pillar presented the highest strength among the tested micropillars (see Figure 4-3). The coating contributed with its strength while the substrate provided the necessary toughness, which enhanced its properties and outscored their individual components in terms of ultimate strength. Moreover, both components (substrate and coating) had deformed together: WC grains in the substrate deformed plastically whereas the Zr(C,N) hard coating bent with the substrate component without developing a visible crack. This outstanding result could be attributed to better cohesive strength (at grain boundaries) and ductility of Zr(C,N), in comparison with the widely used Ti(C,N) coating (as highlighted in papers I [14] and II [15]). Finally, despite the higher shear stresses expected at the interfaces of TiN interlayer during compression tests, the latter provided an excellent interfacial strength between the substrate and the coating, which strengthens and bounds both components together. 
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 Figure 4-3: Stress and displacement curves of substrate pillars (S1, S2, S3) (Yield strength ~ 4-7 GPa), Zr(C,N) coating pillars (Yield strength ~ 8 GPa), and hybrid pillar (Ultimate strength ~ 9 GPa). Hybrid pillar exhibits the highest strength among all the tested specimens [16].  4.5 Paper IV: Mechanical resistance of the coated substrate system 
Title: Contact damage investigation of CVD carbonitride hard coatings deposited on cemented carbides. 
 The aim of the fourth paper was the investigation of “macro”-mechanical properties of the entire industrial cutting insert systems - including the outer alumina layer - by means of spherical indentation tests. As indicated in section 3.2.2, this method consists of inducing controlled damage by spherical indentation with increasing monotonic load. For hard and brittle materials, the use of spherical 
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indentation is attractive in comparison to the conventional methods using sharp-like indenters. Main reason behind is that “blunt” indenters allow to monitor damage evolution with an uncracked microstructure, as a function of increasing applied load or number of cycles (for fatigue experiments) [113].  Use of this technique has proven to be helpful and adapted for investigating PVD coated systems [113–117]. 
 The methodology of papers I [14] and II [15] is conserved, and effects of the wear-resistant carbonitride layer on the contact damage resistance of the cutting inserts are evaluated, based on comparison of coated systems whose exclusive difference was the use of either Ti(C,N) or Zr(C,N).  The first approach was the evaluation of differences in damage mechanisms of the same samples investigated in papers I [14] and II [15] consisting of a single carbonitride Ti(C,N) or Zr(C,N) deposited on the substrate (single-layered samples). Then, the same testing protocol was extended to multilayered systems (with an outer alumina layer), corresponding to the real industrial cutting inserts (i.e. samples similar to the one in paper III). Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), SEM and FIB were used to characterize the residual imprints. Synchrotron X-ray was employed to measure the residual stresses of the carbonitride layer. 
 In this paper, circumferential cracks showed a continuous crack path for Zr(C,N). This was opposite to the behavior exhibited by Ti(C,N), where the crack path displayed a disrupted aspect. Polishing as-deposited samples (to remove inherited roughness of the columnar crystals) revealed that a spread peculiar crack network existed exclusively for Ti(C,N). This cracking network was rationalized by the dissimilar coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between the coating and the substrate, which is higher for Ti(C,N) than for Zr(C,N).  Consequently, during cooling 
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down from deposition temperature (~900 °C), higher thermal stresses are generated resulting in an extensive cracking network only for Ti(C,N). Measured residual stresses allowed to speculate that a considerable stress relaxation takes place after cracking. This cracking network fragments the layer into small islands, impacting then the structural integrity. Within this context, it may be postulated that the disrupted circumferential crack path for Ti(C,N) specimen is a consequence of the interaction with the existing cooling cracks network. Moreover, at the microstructural scale, it is important to point out that the induced cracking path for the single-layered carbonitride coatings correlates well with previous micromechanical results in papers I [14] and II [15], linked to intergranular crack propagation for Ti(C,N) and mainly transgranular for Zr(C,N) (Figure 4-4), despite the different length scale of spherical indentation test from micro-compression one. For the multilayered specimens, associated finding were highlighted which were also related to the role of Zr(C,N) intermediate layer in conserving more the structural integrity of these specimens. In other words, CVD cooling cracks are less developed in samples where the intermediate layer is the Zr(C,N). Main reason is the lower CTE that reduces tensile stresses which are responsible for inducing CVD cooling cracks. 
 Then synergy of all these properties explains the higher resistance of Zr(C,N) samples, in terms of a larger dissipation of strain energy in irreversible deformation of the thin film. This is different for the Ti(C,N) samples, given the lessened structural integrity resulting from CVD cooling cracks and the low cohesive strength at grain boundaries. 
 Finally, mechanical performance of the CVD coated cemented carbides relies on the interplay between the multilayer coating sequence and the substrate, rather 
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than on the intrinsic properties of each single component in the coating/substrate system. This has to be taken into account in the design of innovative grades for machining applications. 
 
 Figure 4-4: a./b. FIB cross sections at circumferential cracks induced by spherical indentation under an applied load of 2200 N for Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s samples, respectively. c./d. In plane SEM images of referred circumferential cracks for Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s specimens, respectively [17]. Similarly to previous results in papers I [14] and II [15], cracks propagate intergranularly for Ti(C,N) and mainly transgranularly for Zr(C,N).  
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5. Conclusion and perspectives 
 In this dissertation, the coating/substrate systems have been investigated through mechanical testing and microstructural characterization at different length scales using a wide set of advanced techniques. It was aimed to reveal the properties that sustain Zr(C,N) as a better coating for milling applications. Within this context, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
 - For single-layered samples, the more compatible coefficient of thermal expansion of Zr(C,N) with the substrate is responsible for the absence of the CVD cooling cracks network which preserved the structural integrity of the coating. In contrast, the higher CTE for Ti(C,N) generated considerable thermal stresses which exceeded the coating strength and caused extensive cracking. This makes the Ti(C,N) system similar to disconnected coating clusters deposited on the substrate for single and multilayered assemblage. 
 - Crystals of Zr(C,N) have attested a better cohesive strength at the grain boundaries, oppositely to Ti(C,N) in which cracks propagates almost exclusively along the grain boundaries. This behavior was revealed first with micro-compression tests and later supported through contact damage tests performed at a larger scale. This result points out a coating related intrinsic feature which is responsible for this cracking path tendency. The latter was attributed to exclusive chlorine segregation at grain boundaries of Ti(C,N), as demonstrated at the atomic scale by APT. 
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 - Based on misorientation calculation, it was supposed that oppositely to Ti(C,N), Zr(C,N) is able to deform plastically to a certain extent before initiation and propagation of cracks. 
 In short, absence of extensive cracking network for Zr(C,N) - in the as deposited state - is one of the main advantages over Ti(C,N). This is mainly credited to adjusted coefficient of thermal expansion and to plastic deformation with better cohesive strength at the grain boundaries which will render more toughness to the coating. It must be noted that these properties are not only in favor of retaining structural integrity (in the as-deposited state), but also very decisive during milling applications as important thermo-mechanical cycling is taking place in the coating. These factors can explain better performance of Zr(C,N) in interrupted cutting under severe service conditions. 
 These investigations can be extended to explore more properties of these TMCN. Concerning micromechanical properties, it would be interesting to shed the light on the plastic deformation mechanisms of Zr(C,N). For this purpose, high resolution TEM has to be performed, and coarser single crystals with specific orientations have to be tested. Moreover, as these materials performs at superior temperatures, conducting micro-compression at high temperatures would be of great interest. Regarding phase segregation at the grain boundaries of these compounds, attempting to produce Ti(C,N) without chlorine segregation at a first stage and then inspecting the corresponding impact on the cohesive strength and micromechanical properties, is a subject of high concern. Similarly, effect of cobalt segregation at the grain boundaries seems to be a promising topic. With respect to the substrate-coating interface, examination of additional hybrid pillars with different substrate 
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assemblage will provide a deeper insight on the deformation and failure mechanisms at this critical spot. Furthermore, as the TiN interlayer has shown excellent interfacial strength, deeper investigation of deformation mechanisms of this nanocrystalline thin coating can be very relevant as well. 
 Finally, besides uncovering material related properties and features that gave advantage to Zr(C,N), these investigations provided better understanding and shed the light over microstructural features that can be tuned to enhance the properties and performance of CVD hard coating. Promising three routes or strategies for tailoring mechanical performance of CVD hard coating are proposed, as following: 
 - Reducing tensile thermal residual stresses leading to extensive cracking during deposition and interrupted machining with large temperature differences. 
 - Development of transition-metal compounds that can deform plastically and maintain indeed an adequate hardness. 
 - Engineering of grain boundary segregating phases (or complexities) that strengthen interfaces between the crystals. 
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Micro-mechanical properties of Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) coatings deposited by chemical vapor deposition on a
WC-Co cemented carbide substrate were examined by micro-compression testing using a nanoindenter
equipped with a flat punch. Scanning Electron Microscopy, Focused Ion Beam, Electron Backscattered
Diffraction and Finite Element Modeling were combined to analyze the deformation mechanisms of the
carbonitride layers at room temperature. The results revealed that Ti(C,N) undergoes a pure intergranular
crack propagation and grain decohesion under uniaxial compression; whereas the fracture mode of
Zr(C,N) was observed to be inter/transgranular failure with unexpected plastic deformation at room
temperature.
© 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The increase of production efficiency inmetal cutting industry is
vital for the reduction of manufacturing costs. This can be achieved
by developing coated cemented carbide systems that canwithstand
high cutting speeds and severe service conditions. Hence, the
strategy is to focus not only on the design of new cemented carbide
substrate, but also on the design of thin hard films with optimized
properties by tailoring their composition, texture and particle size
among others [1]. Moreover, both high hardness and adequate
toughness are essential for the thin layers and their combination
with the cemented carbide substrate [2], given that high hardness
comes at the expense of toughness and vice versa [3].
The present study deals with micro-mechanical investigations
of transition metal Zirconium and Titanium carbonitrides (Zr(C,N)
and Ti(C,N) respectively) coatings deposited by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) on Tungsten carbide-Cobalt bonded (WC-Co)).
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.cemented carbide. They both have good combination of high
hardness and adequate toughness [4] and comparable physical
properties [5,6]. However, they present different performances
during metal cutting applications [7]. Then, in order to understand
this different wear behavior, it is of great importance to investigate
their deformation mechanisms at the micro-scale, such that micro-
mechanical response may be correlated to microstructure features.
Studies on single crystalline and sintered transition-metal car-
bides (TMC) flourished between the 60s and the 80s due to his-
torical reasons [8]. The focus was on studying the mechanical
properties and plasticity at high temperature of these compounds
[9e18] because of their outstanding potential in extreme environ-
ment such as aerospace applications and metal cutting industry.
From the late 90s on, as it was understood that different hybrid
properties (ceramic and metal-like) in these materials originate
from their electronic structures and atomic bonding, and with the
boost of computing capabilities, extensive fundamental research
based on first principles calculations has been conducted to explain
their mechanical and physical properties [19e29]. In general, it is
agreed that the TMC are ductile at high temperatures, yet they are
brittle at room temperature and fail through cracking because of
I. El Azhari et al. / Acta Materialia 149 (2018) 364e376 365limited or absence of dislocation activity. Recently, Kiani et al. have
proven through Transmission Electron Microscopy in-situ
compression of ZrC single crystals that they deform, indeed, plas-
tically at room temperature through dislocation motion along two
active slip systems [27].
Nanoindentation is the standard and most frequent method
used to characterize mechanical properties of thin film materials
[30]. Accordingly, studies on deformation mechanisms of thin films
variants of transition-metals carbides/nitrides (TMC/N) were
mainly performed through micro/nano-indentation experiments
combined with modeling [31e36]. Intergranular shear sliding is
identified as a common and important failure mechanism in these
studies. Nevertheless, investigation of the deformation mecha-
nisms from the residual imprints is not always easy because of the
multi-axial stress-strain created during indentation [37e41].
Micro-compression test has shown to be a more adaptable method
to investigate the micro-mechanics on a small defined geometry
[42], and it has the advantage - over nanoindentation - of a rela-
tively more uniform stress-strain field [41]. This testing technique
has gained increased interest in the recent years to acquire
knowledge on the micromechanics that govern deformation
mechanisms in different classes of materials [40,42,43], including
brittle materials as the biggest challenge of premature failure
during testing is circumvented by the miniaturization of the tested
size [44]. However, this technique is fundamentally used to char-
acterize single crystalline materials. Analogous studies for hard
coatings are scarce, and to the best knowledge of the authors,
micro-compression investigations of polycrystalline hard coatings
are limited to few studies [30,45e50], and for transition metal
carbonitrides are rather missing.
In order to fill themissing gap of the current knowledge in terms
of deformation mechanics of TMCN, we present and compare re-
sults on deformation of hard coatings (Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N)) during
micro-compression. The target is to reveal which are the micro-
structural features that controls the mechanical properties and
deformation behavior in polycrystalline coatings produced in in-
dustrial CVD reactor. The study is mainly composed of two sections.
The first one presents the general results and basic observations,
which are the starting point for the upcoming discussions. In the
second section, the influence of the adopted experimental protocol
on the results is reviewed based on Finite Element Modeling (FEM)
and other investigations. Then, the deformationmechanism of each
carbonitride coating is presented based on Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope (SEM) and Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD)
results.
2. Experimental
2.1. Coating deposition
Each Ti(C0.5,N0.5) and Zr(C0.5,N0.5) coating was deposited on a
WC-6wt%Co substrate at around 900 C in a hot wall CVD reactor
using TiCl4, ZrCl4, CH3CN and H2 as gas precursors. The final
thickness of the coating was 5 mm. A thin TiN layer of 0.3 mm was
previously deposited on the cemented carbide to enhance the
adherence of the carbonitride coating and hinder reactions and
diffusion with the substrate. (See Fig. 1). Mechanical properties of
the materials taken from literature are shown in Table 1.
2.2. Pillar milling
Because a flat and roughness free surface is required for pillars
fabrication, the surface topography inherited from the coating
growth process was gently smoothed by a stepwise polishing up to
1 mm. To avoid damaging the coating and limit the residual stresschanges - which could be inflicted during polishing - low rotation
speed and forcewere applied with the use of a diamond suspension
(ranging from 9 mm to 1 mm) sprayed on polishing cloth. The sample
was then mounted in a FEI Helios Nanolab Dualbeam 600 SEM/FIB
that operateswith gallium (Ga) ion beam. To achieve the final shape
of the pillars, three annular milling steps are used with a current
decreasing from 21 nA, 0,92 nA to 0,28 nA. Many challenges were
faced during the milling as the following scope statement must be
respected for reproducible experiments: (a) A standard aspect ratio
of 1/3 (diameter/height) should be maintained [51]. (b) The pillar
must be based and emerging from the coating (i.e. direct contact
with the substrate must be avoided) to reduce as much as possible
the substrate compliance and response during compression (Fig. 1
(a), (b)). Because of the latter condition, the pillars have a relatively
higher tapering angle varying from 4 to 6 since an additional fine-
milling step to reduce the tapering would mill the whole layer and
reach the cemented carbide substrate. Subsequently, the final pillar
diameter ranges from 1 mm to 1.1 mm and the length from 3 mm to
3.4 mm. Our effort came up short to suppress the irregularities at the
pillar base, as it is an intrinsic property of the coating itself related
to the orientation of the grains that influences the material removal
rate (Fig. 1 (c)).
2.3. Compression test
Compression tests were performed with the aid of a Hysitron
Tribo-Indenter TI 900, equipped with a Performech controller and a
5 mm diamond flat punch. The loading function is a displacement
controlled with a constant rate of 3 nm/s and a maximum depth of
120 nm. Twelve pillars were tested for each coating following the
same experimental strategy.
After the compression test, inspection was conducted with
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The irregularities around the
pillar and the non-flat base surface make the determination of the
actual pillar height very difficult. Hence, the numerical estimation
of engineering strain was not possible to determine with a simple
equation and requires rather Finite Element Modeling (FEM) for
each case. As mentioned above, further fine milling could suppress
easily both the tapering and irregularities; nevertheless, the pillar
would be based on the substrate and the assessment of the pillar's
referred base (for strain calculation) will remain still not accessible,
as the pillar would be in this case partly submerged in the substrate.
Therefore, the engineering stress (quotient of applied force and
the top area of the pillar) versus displacement are the chosen pa-
rameters for the representation of the curves. We note that the raw
data is plotted without fitting or smoothing the curves.
2.4. Finite element analysis (FEM)
A 3D finite element analysis with ANSYS APDL was done to have
an overview of the stress distribution, the elastic deformation and
the interaction between the pillar, coating, bonding layer and the
substrate during the compression test. The polycrystallinity of the
coatings and multiple phases in the substrate phases were reduced
to an isotropic and homogeneous condition for each material. The
different properties of the coatings were taken from Ref. [6] and for
the substrate from the Sandvik Coromant R&D database (Table 1). A
displacement controlled loading function was simulated.
2.5. Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) characterization
Analysis of compressed pillars (in terms of cracking, micro-
structure and deformation) was conducted on a lamella taken from
the pillar and prepared with a procedure similar to the one used for
preparation of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) samples.
Fig. 1. (a) Cross section image (SEM) of Zr(C,N) and (b) Ti(C,N) coatings investigated. Surface topography can be seen at the edge. White dashed line indicates the position where
pillars were milled. (c) Final pillar shape milled from Ti(C,N) coating.
Table 1
Mechanical properties of different materials (* [6];** Sandvik Coromant database).
Material Young's modulus E (GPa) Shear modulus G (GPa)
Zr(C0,5,N0,5)* 405 172
Ti(C0,5,N0,5)* 463 194
TiN* 465 189
WC-Co** 626 257
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with Electron Beam Induced Deposition (EBID) and subsequently
with Ion Beam Induced Deposition (IBID). In this way, the surface of
the pillars was not damaged when working with ions for cutting
and transferring the lamella and sharp edges could be maintained
during the final polishing with ions. This lamella was milled at the
pillar center with Focused Ion Beam (FIB), lifted out with an
OmniProbe 100 manipulator and deposited on a TEM grid holder
for final polishing on a single side only, leaving the sample rather
thick (about 500 nm) since electron transparency is not required.
Finally, EBSD was conducted in reflection mode with an EDAX
Hikari system. As the EBSD surface is very sensitive to surface
condition [52], low current and acceleration (11 pA and 5-2 kV
respectively) voltage was used during the final polishing of the
lamella in order to minimize any possible damage with Gaþ ions.
Diffraction patterns were obtained in reflection mode at 20 kV
acceleration voltage, 11 nA current and a 20 nm step size. Subse-
quently the raw data was processed and analyzed with OIM 7™
Data Analysis software. The processing consists of defining a grain
as an island of at least five adjacent points with a maximum
misorientation of 5. Afterwards the confidence index (CI) was
standardized across each grain and finally noise and poor datawere
filtered by a cut-off of CI¼ 0.09. No morphological operation (e.g.
dilation operation) was used to enhance the representability of the
EBSD maps.The choice of EBSD for orientation imaging comes from the fact
that it has a series of advantages over conventional TEM (i.e. using
the spot diffraction patterns), among others being faster, automated
for mapping, easier and with higher angular accuracy [53]. More-
over, it provides additional information about the long range and
short range misorientation character like Kernel Average Misori-
entation (KAM) [54] and is more adapted for studying poly-
crystalline materials (Since for TEM, the sample has to be tilted
according to the zone axis of each grain).3. Results and discussion
3.1. Stress-displacement curves
3.1.1. Ti(C,N) coating
The deformation of pillars starts with a linear regime followed
by pop-ins (or strain bursts), afterwards catastrophic failure occurs
immediately (see Fig. 2 (a)). Indeed, if we consider the pop-in load
state as the yield strength, then a high yield strength of 14 GPa was
reached which is comparable to some of the highest yield values
reported on compression tests of hard materials: CrAlN/Si3N4
(16 GPa) [47], ZrB2 (13.4 GPa) [55], GaN (7.8 GPa) [56] and WC
(6.6 GPa) [57]. No clear deformation insight could be extracted after
complete destruction of the pillar apart from the fact that the debris
have the shape of the initial columnar grains (see Fig. 2 (b)). Thus, to
preserve the pillar integrity after the compression test and to unveil
the origin of pop-ins, the flat punch was quickly unloaded after the
appearance of a pop-in in the stress-displacement curve.
Subsequently, using this method has enabled, on the one hand,
the observation of the deformation inflicted on pillars and, on the
other hand, to correlate the observed event in the curves to the
changes of the pillars. Fig. 3 shows intergranular crack formation at
the circumference of the pillar after appearance of the pop-in.
Fig. 2. (a) Stress-displacement of a Ti(C,N) pillar (b) Destroyed Ti(C,N) pillar after completion of the loading function.
Fig. 3. (a) Cracks (white arrows) at the sides of Ti(C,N) pillar following intergranular path which can be seen in the corresponding top view in (b).
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For the Zr(C,N) coatings the curves look in general similar to
Ti(C,N); the curves start with linear behavior followed by a pop-in.
Thereafter, if the experiment is not terminated, a catastrophic
failure will take place. However, twomajor differences compared to
the behavior of Ti(C,N) coatings were noticed: (a) The stiffness of
Ti(C,N) coating is higher than the Zr(C,N). (b) The cracking related to
the pop-ins is different, in comparison to Ti(C,N), which is generally
partial cracking on the top surface following an undefined pattern
giving the impression of a mixed inter/intragranular propagation
behavior (see Fig. 4 (b) and (c)).
Fig. 5 (a) (which presents a summary of all the curves for both
coatings) indicates that stress-displacement curves are reproduc-
ible and similar with a leaning for each coating. The ultimateFig. 4. (a) Stress-displacement for selected Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) pillars, the stiffness slope is ex
mode seems to be a mixed inter/intragranular mode.strength is similar among most of the curves, however, the pop-ins
occur at higher displacements for Zr(C,N) which is an indication of
superior toughness compared with Ti(C,N). The small disparities
within each coating family are more related to the variations of
tapering angle from one pillar to another, which affects the stiffness
directly. Fei et al. [41] have shown that if the tapering angle is lower
than 5, then its effect is negligible on the stress. The same ten-
dency can be recognized in Fig. 5 (b) where the slope of stress-
displacement curves are plotted against the tapering angle of
each pillar. We observe that when the tapering angle is higher than
5 the disparities between the points increase.
3.3. Influence of the substrate during compression
Depending on the experimental setup, the base substrate belowtended. (b), (c) Top view of two Zr(C,N) pillars after compression. The crack propagation
Fig. 5. (a) Recap of all stress-displacement curves. (b) Slope of stress-displacement curve vs tapering angle.
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the deformationmechanisms of the pillar coating can be influenced
and the stiffness will be affected [46]. In the present study, sink-in
of the pillar during compression is reduced by higher taper angle
[41]. Indeed, the deformation could be probed also from the sub-
strate instead. On the one hand, the topography of the substrate at
the micrometric scale is wavy and we could have a pillar based
directly or very close to the substrate even if the pillar's base is not
showing any trace of it. On the other hand, the local properties of
the cemented carbide may not be uniform owing to a randomly
distributed WC grains in a cobalt matrix [58]. To investigate these
effects, serial cross sections with the FIB were conducted for a
destroyed pillar, which has been stressed up to 14 GPa (Fig. 6 (a)).
The cross section in Fig. 6 (b) shows that 1 mm coating (including
the TiN bonding layer) separates the pillar from the substrate and
no damage was detected in the vicinity of the supporting coating
evenwith the diamond flat punch crushing of the debris against the
supporting coating during catastrophic failure. This result is in a
good agreement with finite element modeling. We can see in Fig. 7
that the major displacement/deformation is localized and
maximum at the pillar top part, and it is compressive following a
gradient along the Y axis. More importantly in this discussion, the
displacement is confined within the carbo-nitride coating, which is
in consistency with our experimental setup. Thereby, considering
these results, cracking of the supporting interlayer (between the
substrate and the pillar) during pillar's compression is discarded.
In case the pillar is sitting directly on very soft spot on the
substrate (formed mainly by cobalt), the pillar acts as an extension
of the flat punch and consequently the substrate is indented/pro-
bed first because it is softer than the coating, then at a certain stressFig. 6. (a) Destroyed Ti(C,N) pillar after compression. (b) Correspondingstate the coating starts to deform. This assumption is proven in
comparing the curves of a compliant WC-Co substrate pillar, a
Ti(C,N) pillar settling on a similar WC-Co substrate and a normal
pillar (Fig. 8). We notice clearly that the first half of the red curve
(corresponding to the coating pillar based on the substrate) over-
laps the substrate curve (green curve), then at a higher stress the
slope of the red curve becomes more regular and similar to the
normal pillar curve (blue). In short, this means that in case that a
pillar is located near a softer substrate spot, wewill see a non-linear
stress-displacement curve during the early stages, and then this
result will be discarded.
3.4. Deformation mechanisms
The discussion of the results must consider that the pillar
compression is performed on a polycrystalline material with a va-
riety of grain sizes including small and bigger crystals, whichmeans
that every pillar has different distribution of grain size, crystal
orientations and defects (CVD cooling cracks). This fact makes each
pillar to respond relatively different toward the applied load. Be-
sides, it has been reported that the scattering of the results in-
creases as the size of the pillar approaches the microstructural
dimensions [30,45,59].
3.4.1. Deformation mechanisms of Ti(C,N)
For Ti(C,N) an elastic deformation was first observed, followed
by the pop-in which corresponds to crack initiation between the
grains (Fig. 2). It is then suggested that the failure takes place ac-
cording to purely columnar grain dissociation or intercolumnar
cracking.FIB cross section showing no damage in the supporting interlayer.
Fig. 7. FEM model of Uy displacement (m1) at 90 nm penetration depth for Ti(C,N) (a) and for Zr(C,N) (b).
Fig. 8. Comparison of deformation between three assemblies: Normal experimental
Ti(C,N) pillar (blue curve), Ti(C,N) pillar settling directly on a substrate (red curve) and
a pillar carved from a substrate. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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diamond indenter to investigate the failure modes of Ti(C,N)
coating. They also stated inter-columnar cracking along the grain
boundary as the first failure event, which took place as the inden-
tation load increased. The location of these cracks within the
Ti(C,N) layer corresponded to the highest calculated strain energy
density with FEM. Calculating the same parameter in our FEM
model in Fig. 9, we find out that inter-columnar cracking occurred
at the apex part where also maximum strain energy density was
calculated.
Similar columnar grain decohesion during pillar compression
has been reported by Zou et al. [45] for Nb-Mo-Ta-W high entropy
alloys (HEA) having similar characteristics (polycrystalline,
columnar structured, generally brittle at room-temperature and
high yield strength). They noticed that pillars having a diameter
more than 1 mm experienced cracking at the top and cracks prop-
agate along the grain boundaries showing intergranular fracture.
They draw an analogy to bundled bamboos to describe the struc-
ture of the columnar grains inside the pillar, and suggested that it is
like if the compressionwas performed on a discrete array of single-
crystalline pillars, and if the deformation in each grain cannot be
accommodated by its neighbors, it may lead to crack initiation
along the grain boundaries [45]. The reason behind this mechanism
could be attributed to the low cohesive strength at the grain
boundaries of this HEA alloy [45,60,61].
In Fig. 10, an example that endorses strongly this assumption is
shown. The post-compression SEM images of Ti(C,N) pillars showsan evident decohesion of the grains and cracks follows perfectly the
intergranular pattern. This extended decohesion is translated by a
non-linear stress-displacement curve after elastic part (Fig. 10 (c)).
Furthermore, topography/steps on the pillar top surface is spotted
which is probably attributed either to the grain sliding or to the
elastic recovery (after unloading) that became specific to each grain
orientation after dissociation.
Summarizing the deformation mechanism of the Ti(C,N) pillar
can be resumed as following: in the beginning the polycrystalline
Ti(C,N) pillar deforms elastically toward the applied load as one
structure. As the deformation continues, the stress is accumulating
at the grain boundaries as they are the weak spots in the structure
and also because each crystal has a specific stiffness (according to
its orientation). When higher stresses are reached, the grains begin
to slide along the grain boundaries. Then, at a given critical load,
cracks will initiate at the top face of the pillar as a result of
maximum strain energy in this region, then they will propagate
along the columnar grain boundaries which causes grain decohe-
sion and finally catastrophic failure (Fig. 2 (b)).3.4.2. Deformation mechanisms of Zr(C,N)
The fracture images of the Zr(C,N) pillars showed that the crack
pattern is different compared to the Ti(C,N) pillars (discontinuous
partial cracking and undefined pattern (Fig. 4)). It can be assumed
that the crack propagation shows a rather random pattern and
mixed mode (inter/intragranular). In addition, no decohesion and
no steps (on the top face) between the grains were seen, and the
cracks were fine and difficult to observe (in some cases) which may
indicate a high cohesive strength between the grains. Nevertheless,
two important facts were noticed during the compression of
Zr(C,N) compared to Ti(C,N). First, few pillars did-not show pop-ins
even at stresses exceeding 12 GPa. SEM examination of the pillars
after compression test did not reveal any structural changes in the
pillars. This led us to retest these resistant pillars until a pop-in took
place. Surprisingly, when comparing the curves of the 1st and 2nd
compression (Fig. 11) the outcome was a strain hardening behavior
like the one observed in metals. This may be considered as a clear
indication of a plastic deformation for Zr(C,N) pillars. The second
fact was that in one Zr(C,N) pillar endured material extrusion at the
top ring and buckling was also recognized at the same side (Fig. 12
(a)). To investigate the deformationmechanism, a cross sectionwas
performed at themiddle of the pillar and interestingly bucklingwas
noticed at the right side (Fig. 12 (b)). Afterwards, a lamella was
extracted from this pillar to observe closely the inner microstruc-
ture with EBSD (Fig. 12 (c)). Similar procedure was done for a
deformed Ti(C,N) pillar (Fig. 12 (def)) and both results are
compared and discussed in the following section.
Fig. 9. FEM model of strain energy density (J/m3) at 90 nm penetration depth. The energy density is maximum at the circumference of the pillar's apex region.
Fig. 10. (a) Topography steps on the top surface of the pillar indicating grain slide or independent elastic recovery for each single grain. (b) Associated top-view showing decohesion
of the grains and cracks following intergranular patterns. (c) Corresponding stress-displacement curve showing non-linear behavior due to grain sliding.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between two successive compression tests for a Zr(C,N) pillar.
Strain hardening is perceived during the 2nd punch.
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3.5.1. Inverse pole figure (IPF)
Fig. 12 (c) and (f) presents the IPF map of Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N)
pillars after the compression tests respectively. Polycrystallinity,
randomness of the texture and the columnar microstructure of the
pillars are visible. The Zr(C,N) has a buckled shape compared to
Ti(C,N) especially at the right side where we can see that the
obvious buckling (Fig. 12 (b)) is coming from a single elongated
grain.3.5.2. Schmid factor
The Schmid factor was calculated (Fig. 13) individually for each
grain considering a perpendicular compression and presumably
one active slip system: f001g 110 for Zr(C,N) [11,27] and
f110g 110 for Ti(C,N) [14,28]. Due to the scarcity of data in car-
bonitride systems and the similar properties between carbides and
carbonitrides, this datawas taken fromZrC and TiC respectively.We
would like to emphasize here that for ZrC, Schmid factors were
calculated by considering only one slip system as, on the one hand,
it is the favorable one due to easy shear in comparison to f110g 110
[27] and, on the other hand, we wanted to test minimal conditions
to expect activation of slip systems in ZrC grains.
High Schmid factor means that either the proper orientation
(before compression) was favorable for plastic deformation or that
it is a result of a crystal rotation. For Zr(C,N), interestingly,
maximum Schmid factor is observed at the grain where material
extrusion originated from, and the buckled grain (at the right side
of the pillar) exhibits a gradient of the Schmid factor (Fig. 13 (a)).
Moreover, by comparing the distributions in Fig. 13 (d), we can
discern a higher and sharp Schmid factor distribution for Zr(C,N)
shifted to high values that are close to the maximum theoretical
value of 0.5. In other words, in contrast to Ti(C,N) (Fig. 13 (b)) where
random values are spread over the map and the corresponding
distribution is spread, Zr(C,N) grains with high Schmid factor cor-
responds to the areas where deformation was observed. These
observations are an indication that higher Schmid factors are not
only related to the initial state, but also as a result of grain rotation.
Arguably, in our experiments the pillar (as one structure) would in
extreme conditions experience a maximum strain of 3.3% and it is
far from causing such grain rotation effect. However, againwe draw
the attention that, on the one hand, the pillar has tapered geometry,
which results in a concentration of most displacement at the upper
part. On the other hand, the pillar is composed of polycrystalline
grains, which are depending on the orientation, grain size,contiguity to other grains and location in the pillar, are more or less
prone to deform. Accordingly, to have a better insight, the calcu-
lation of a misorientation parameter will be of relevance.
3.6. Misorientation analysis
Misorientation is considered to be an indication of strain dis-
tribution in the material [62]. Besides, earlier studies on FCC ma-
terials have shown that the increase of misorientation is linearly
related to the square root of the strain (qf
ffiffi
ε
p
) during cold defor-
mation [54,63,64], and it was experimentally proven that when the
strain increases, the misorientation distribution is shifted toward
higher angles and the angular spread increases as well [54,63,65].
In Fig. 14, misorientation mapping is used to calculate the
misorientation of each pixel within a grain with respect to a user
defined reference point (selected at the bottom of each grain). This
parameterwas calculated for both Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) and has given
a strong confirmation of the postulated presumptions.
A clear misorientation gradient is visible along the loading
vertical axis for Zr(C,N) grains, not only on particular regions but
rather on the entire pillar structure. Actually, this misorientation
tendency is not related to the deposited state but rather to the
deformation, since firstly, the observed vertical gradient cannot be
produced by thermal residual stresses, which are acting horizon-
tally; and secondly, residual stresses are relaxed gradually during
successive annular milling of the pillar [66,67] and during the
lamella preparation [68]. Therefore, the observed gradient means
that not only some grains underwent a deformation, yet every
component had absorbed the strain energy plastically. However, as
discussed before, some grains are more prone to deform than
others. To highlight the strong gradient in misorientation, a line is
sketched to calculate the profile vector on each map and the result
is presented in Fig. 14 (c) where we can see quantitatively the
strong gradient within Zr(C,N) grains. Similar deformation gradient
was observed in the FEM model of strain energy density (Fig. 9).
The occurrence of gradients is a sign that the grains have un-
dergone a partial rotation to accommodate the strain energy. In a
study about the development of gradient orientations at different
grain scales Gurao et al. [69] confirmed that in microcrystalline FCC
grains, plastic deformation is carried by crystallographic slip that
contributes to evolution of orientation gradients through the for-
mation of Grain Boundary Affected Zone (GBAZ) that takes over a
major fraction of the entire grain [69]. Same observation is valid for
Zr(C,N) grains in the pillar investigated, knowing that Zr(C,N) is an
FCC rock salt structure where C and N atoms occupy interstitial
octahedral sites [70], and generally transition metal carbides
deform on slip systems analogous to FCCmetals [71]. Particularly, it
was reported that the mechanical response of ZrC in compression is
similar to FCC metals rather than a B1 structured ionic compound
[27].
Another misorientation parameter called Kernel Average
Misorientation (KAM) was calculated. It has been shown that the
latter is correlated to the deformation of themicrostructure and can
be used to study the evolution of the substructure during defor-
mation [54,69]. Analyzing the results in Fig. 14 (d), we can see that
the KAM distribution is shifted and slightly wider for Zr(C,N)
compared to Ti(C,N). It may appear that the difference is more or
less small, however, the KAMwas calculated across all the grains in
the pillar and also similar differences can be observed for Nickel
subjected to increasing strain [54]. Besides, it has been stated that a
good correlation between Schmid factor and KAM values [69] ex-
ists. Then looking back at the higher Schmid factor results, there is a
clear indication that the strain has contributed to this higher pro-
pensity. We emphasize that the references cited for the gradient
formation in the microstructure are for FCC materials deformed
Fig. 12. Comparison of yielding events between Zr(C,N) (aec) and Ti(C,N) (def). (a) Yielding at the top side part of a Zr(C,N) pillar. (b) Corresponding FIB cross section according to
the vertical axis at the middle. (c) Corresponding Inverse Pole Figure map along the vertical axis. (d) Grain slide at the side of a Ti(C,N) pillar. (e) Corresponding FIB cross section
according to the vertical axis at the middle. (f) Corresponding Inverse Pole Figure map along the vertical axis.
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Fig. 13. Schmid factor map for Zr(C,N) (a) and Ti(C,N) (b) (Map legend in (c)). (d) Schmid factor distribution in Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N).
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direction of rolling plane normal [72] which have similarities to our
micro-compression test and will induce similar effects.
Calculation of Geometrically Necessary Dislocation (GND) from
themisorientationmeasurements for Zr(C,N) is not precise because
of the finer grain size and more importantly to the poor indexing at
the grain boundaries.
For the case of Ti(C,N) no gradient is noticed and rather higher
misorientations are located at the grain boundaries. As a result,
unlike the Zr(C,N) which is deforming as a single structure, Ti(C,N)behaves as discrete arrays of grains sliding along each other and
deforming independently. This confirms the earlier discussions for
the deformation mechanism of Ti(C,N).
Summarizing, plastic deformation in ceramics at high temper-
ature is a known fact, and since the 50s and over the past, many
studies focused on high temperature plasticity for B1-type struc-
ture materials. However, dislocation motion and plasticity at room
temperature is rather a recent topic. Kiani et al. [27] proved (using
in-situ TEM compression tests) that ZrC monocrystals (which are
very similar to Zr(C,N): same B1 lattice, comparable mechanical
Fig. 14. Misorientation analysis with respect to a reference point for (a) Zr(C,N) (b) Ti(C,N). (c) Misorientation profile according to the drawn line in (a) and (b). (d) Kernel Average
Misorientation (KAM) of Zr(C,N) vs Ti(C,N) calculated across the entire pillar.
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They also mentioned that carefully prepared polycrystalline tran-
sition metal carbide samples may also undergo plastic deformation
at low temperatures upon the fact that multiple slip systems are
active at room temperature [27]. The brittleness of the pillar is
related mainly to the polycrystallinity of the pillar and multi-
interfaces (due to the micron/sub-micron grain size) that exerts
and limits dislocation motion [3]. In literature this phenomenon is
introduced as the “microstructural constraint” (coating micro-
structure here) which is in addition to the “dimensional constraint”
(pillar size in our case) that monitor together the dislocation me-
chanics and hence deformation mechanisms [73e75].For the brittle failure, the bulk fragile properties take over as a
general yielding at the end of the experiment test, which eclipses
the local micro-phenomenon occurring at the grain scale. Indeed,
the fracture probability of brittle materials decreases for smaller
sizes [74] as the miniaturization of the dimension reduces the
density of critical defects that causes brittle facture in ceramics.
Hence, as the experiment progresses and the probability of a brittle
fracture decreases, the internal mechanisms in the grains will take
place and plastic deformation can be noticed. Besides, and for an
analogy, compression test performed on even bulky (couple of
millimeters sized) brittle materials showed that there is a critical
size where the deformation switches from brittle to ductile [76]. In
I. El Azhari et al. / Acta Materialia 149 (2018) 364e376 375other words, having an extended and lasting plastic deformation
perceivable in our experiments depends on three things: the
intrinsic factors (orientation and grain size), the type and density of
grain boundaries, and finally the size of the tested sample.
The strong brittleness of Ti(C,N) is mainly attributed to low
cohesive strength at the grain boundaries as demonstrated before.
Nevertheless, the question about the absence or existence of plas-
ticity within single Ti(C,N) crystals at room temperature cannot be
addressed in this investigation. In-situ TEM compression of single
crystals would be an effective technique to approach this question.
Still, we suggest that the absence or limited dislocation mobility is
more intrinsically related. On one side, if we compare the carbides
variants (which are comparable to their carbonitrides counterpart),
we find that TiC has only one active slip system f110g 110 [14] at
low temperatures in contrast to ZrC which has two active slip
systems active at room temperature f001g 110 and f110g 110 [27].
On the other side, mechanical properties of TMCN are intrinsically
related to the electronic structure formed by the ternary compound
(Transition Metal, Carbon and Nitrogen), an assumption which was
supported earlier by Bilyk [4]. The nature and relative strengths of
metal-metal and metal-carbon/nitrogen bonds change with the
valence electron concentration (VEC) in the lattice [19] which
makes for example plastic deformation pathways, ductility and
hardness vary from TiC to ZrC [27]. Jhi et al. have explained these
complex electronic interactions for TiCxN1-x when nitrogen is
replacing carbon in the interstitials sites. They established an
evolution of the shear modulus C44 with VEC for TiCxN1-x
(0 x 1), and found that maximum hardness is obtained for
VEC¼ 8.4. Besides, they stated that C44 is a good parameter to
quantify the resistance of plastic deformation and finally, expected
that the same results will be valid also for other transition metal
alloys [19]. Later, Ivashchenko et al. have obtained similar results
and explanations for TiCxN1-x [21] and more interestingly for
ZrCxN1-x as well [22]. Thus, as the same explanation of hardness
dependence on the nature of bonding is valid for Ti(C,N) and
Zr(C,N), and as C44 shear modulus is a good parameter to quantify
the resistance of plastic deformation for transition-metal alloys
[19], then if we compare the corresponding C44 values of each type
of coating, we can have a direct idea about the ease of plastic
deformation in each case. In doing so, the calculated values are
C44(TiC0.5N0.5)¼ 188 GPa [21], C44(TiC0.5N0.5)¼ 185 GPa [23] and
C44(ZrC0.5N0.5)¼ 158 GPa [22], and we can see clearly that it is
higher for the former. Finally, this means that the brittleness of
Ti(C,N) is not only related to low cohesive strength between grains,
but also to limited dislocation activation at room temperature.
4. Conclusions
Throughout different techniques and investigations, the defor-
mation behavior and micro-mechanical properties at room tem-
perature of Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) CVD coatings were evaluated. Both
Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) exhibited high yield strength of 14 GPa. Results
revealed that Ti(C,N) undergoes a pure intergranular crack propa-
gation and grain decohesion. Zr(C,N), in addition to its high
strength and other outstanding properties, has attested for unex-
pected plastic deformation at room temperature and formation of
strain gradients, as revealed by EBSD analysis. The brittle behavior
of Ti(C,N) is dominated by low cohesive strength along the grain
boundaries and reduced dislocation activation at room tempera-
ture. Taking into consideration that macroscopic deformation is
scaled even on the mesoscale [54], the results presented in this
work may explain the enhanced performance of Zr(C,N) under
cycling thermo-mechanical loads by the combination of high
hardness, better cohesive strength and its intrinsic plasticity
compared to Ti(C,N).Acknowledgements
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CobaltCharacterization of microstructure in terms of orientation, texture
and interfaces is fundamental for understanding the physical properties
and behavior of polycrystallinematerials. Interfaces or grain boundaries
(GBs) play a decisive role in controlling the overall mechanical proper-
ties of fine-grainedmaterials [1]. Classical example is the empirical Hall-
Petch law, which predicts the evolution of hardness as a function of
grain size. Nowadays, concepts like GB engineering and even GB segre-
gation engineering are emerging due to the observations that solutes or
impurities tune greatly the structure, phase state and atomic bonding
[2]. Regarding mechanical properties, segregation at the interfaces
might reduce or enhance cohesion and bonding strength at GBs [2].
Within this context, the present study is a sequel to a recently published
work [3], in which micromechanical properties of MT-CVD Ti(C,N) and
Zr(C,N) coatings were studied by means of micropillar compression. A
relevant finding of such work was that the brittle behavior of Ti(C,N)
is dominated by low cohesive strength along the grain boundaries and
pure columnar crack propagation, while Zr(C,N) coatings attested of a
better cohesive strength and inter/transgranular failure. One plausible
cause for such distinct behavior could be segregation of impurities at in-
terfaces. For low temperature CVD processes, chlorine contamination is
a concern [4–21], which stems from thewidely usedmetal chloride as a
precursor in CVD reactions (e.g. TiCl4 is the most widely used inorganictment of Materials Science and
Saarbrücken, Germany.
zhari).
ier Ltd. All rights reserved.precursor employed in the CVD of titanium-containing materials (TiN,
TiC, TiO2, Ti(C,N)) [22]). However, most authors have reported that
chlorine is incorporated into the lattice [4,5,7,9–11,13,19,23], rather
than to interfaces and no direct evidence has been provided. Therefore,
APT is performed on Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) coatings to explore if segrega-
tion is occurring at GBs and discuss which effect this segregation could
have on the mechanical properties of these coatings.
Ti(C0.5,N0.5) and Zr(C0.5,N0.5) were deposited byMT-CVD process on
aWC-6wt%Co substrate at a constant temperature of 885 and 930 °C, re-
spectively, in a hot wall reactor using TiCl4, CH3CN andH2 as gas precur-
sors. The thickness of the coating was 5 ± 0.2 μm. A TiN starting
interlayer of 0.3±0.02 μmwas previously deposited to promote the nu-
cleation of the carbonitride coating and to improve adhesion to the sub-
strate. Prior to the preparation of APT samples, an embedded cross-
section of the deposited coatings wasmirror polishedwith 0.02 μm alu-
mina suspension as the final step. Afterwards, APT sample preparation
was conducted in a dual-beam focused ion beam/scanning electron mi-
croscopy workstation (FIB/SEM) Helios NanoLab 600™ (FEI). Speci-
mens were extracted from a cross section view at the middle distance
between the substrate and the top surface of the coating by the lift-
out technique described in [24]. An electron beam induced Pt-capping
layer was first deposited to protect the sample from gallium (Ga) im-
plantation. After the lift-out and thinning of the samples, a low energy
milling at 2 kV was performed to minimize Ga induced damage. Be-
tween 6 and 8 specimens were prepared and measured from each lift-
out. Laser Pulsed APT was performed in a LEAP™ 3000XR (CAMECA)
336 I. El Azhari et al. / Scripta Materialia 162 (2019) 335–340at a repetition rate of 200 kHz, a specimen temperature of about 60 K, a
pressure lower than 1 × 10−10 Torr (1.33 × 10−8 Pa) and a laser pulse
energy of 0.5 nJ. The evaporation rate of the specimen was 5 atoms
per 1000 pulses. Datasets were reconstructed and analyzed with the
IVAS™3.6.14 software (CAMECA) based on the voltage curves. The
evaporation field was estimated to be 40 V/nm for the Ti(C,N) speci-
mens and 45 V/nm for Zr(C,N). This estimation was done with the
help of the Kingham curves for Ti and Zr [25]. All specimenswere recon-
structed with an image compression factor of 1.65 and a k-factor of 3.3
[26].
In total, five APT datasets of the Ti(C,N) coating and four datasets of
the Zr(C,N) coating were analyzed. Two datasets for each coating pre-
sented GBs, while the rest of the reconstructions showed homogeneous
in-grain composition. All compositions presented in Table 1 were ob-
tained after elemental decomposition analysis and background subtrac-
tion in IVAS software. Due to the high amount of molecular ions and
multiple events during detection of carbides, the C content in the Ti(C,
N) coating was corrected using two methods introduced in literature:
13C-method [27] and 24Da peak correction [28]. For the Zr(C,N) coating,
no loss at the 12C peakwas observed and no correction at the 24Da peak
was necessary. Table 1 presents aweighted average of the in-grain com-
position of five APT specimens of Ti(C,N) and three specimens of Zr(C,
N). The in-grain composition was calculated using the whole dataset
for APT specimens with no GBs and in cubic regions of interest in spec-
imens with GBs. The average compositions in the Co-rich and Cl-rich
boundaries (Table 1) were measured inside 1 at.% Co and 1 at.% Cl iso-
concentration surfaces for all specimenswithGBs. The open source soft-
ware Blender 2.76 with the open access plug-in AtomBlend were used
for the images presented in this work.
Fig. 1 shows an APT reconstruction inside a Ti(C,N) grain of the poly-
crystalline CVD coatings. The dataset shows a homogenous distribution
of Ti, C and N; thus, an absence of clustering between TiC and TiN com-
pounds. This demonstrates the complete miscibility between the three
elements in the lattice. Such result is consistent with first principles cal-
culation of the formation energy of Ti(Cx,N1−x) [29]. In addition, impu-
rities like oxygen O, chlorine Cl and cobalt Co are present at very low
concentration (b200 ppm especially for Cl and Co, further details are
in Table 1). However, in Fig. 2 it is evidenced that segregation of Co
and Cl takes place at the GBs in the polycrystalline Ti(C,N). Co and Cl
show interlocked and demixed regions with an average concentration
of around 2.2 at.% for each element (Table 1). Different perspectives of
this co-segregation and demixing are presented in Fig. 2(b). Two con-
centration profiles crossing Co and Cl rich regionswere calculated in cy-
lindrical regions of interest and are presented in Fig. 2(c) and (d),
respectively.
Similar to Ti(C,N), a homogeneous distribution of Zr, C and N was
confirmed inside the grains of the Zr(C,N) coating. This is also in accor-
dancewith the first principle calculations of formation energy for Zr(Cx,
N1−x) [30].Moreover, alongwith Ti, impurities of Cl and Co are detected
with very low concentration.
The APT reconstruction of Zr(C,N) with GBs in Fig. 3 shows, in con-
trast to Ti(C,N), segregation of homogeneously distributed Co without
Cl. Different perspectives of this homogeneous Co segregation are
shown in Fig. 3(b), and concentration profiles crossing selected regions
are displayed in Fig. 3(c) and (d). Table 1 summarizes the weighted av-
erage concentration in the grains and at the boundary for the analyzedTable 1
Atomic percentage for different areas in Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N).
Composition at.% Ti Zr C
Ti(C,N) In the grain 51.55 ± 0.06 – 2
Co rich region at the boundary 48.59 ± 0.15 – 2
Cl rich region at the boundary 51.66 ± 0.43 – 2
Zr(C,N) In the grain 0.11 ± 0.01 49.74 ± 0.06 2
Co rich region at the boundary 0.08 ± 0.01 49.09 ± 0.10 2specimens. The concentrations are consistent with the predicted Tm0.5
(C0.25,N0.25) (Tm: Ti/Zr) that results from the use of acetonitrile
(CH3CN) as a CVD precursor and delivers constant C/N ratio [31]. The
deviation of N content with respect to the expected stoichiometry can
be related to the deposition conditions, presence of vacancies, as well
as possible local compositional variations between the individual grains.
Furthermore, a slight underestimation of N of 1–2 at.% cannot be ex-
cluded when using APT due to the high amount of multiple events dur-
ing detection [32]. Existence of Ti impurities in Zr(C,N) can come either
from the residual TiCl4 (or sub-chloride) during prior TiN deposition or
from dissolved Ti in the diffused Co. The latter assumption is discarded
by considering that solubility of TiN in cobalt is very limited [33] and by
the comparison of Ti compositions in the bulk and at the interfaces of Zr
(C,N) (Table 1).
Chlorine contamination related to CVD processes, using metal chlo-
ride precursors, is well known and documented for Low Temperature
(LT) CVD processes; like Plasma Assisted (PA) [4–13,23,34] and Low
Pressure (LP) CVD [12,14–21]. However, its effects on MT-CVD process
are underestimated or overlooked, given that chlorine content de-
creases considerably with higher temperatures and atMT-CVD temper-
ature deposition range (700–950 °C) the Cl concentration is very low. As
an example, it was reported for TiN deposited by LP-CVD that the chlo-
rine content is decreasing from 7.2% at the deposition temperature of
450 °C down to 0.15% at 850 °C [20]. In this investigation, comparison
between the Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) is key in understanding the segrega-
tion of chlorine and its resulting effect. This is possible since both coat-
ings have similar B1 lattice structure and comparable physical
properties [35,36], and share the same simplified CVD reaction deposi-
tion [37,38]:
TmCl4 þ CH3CNþ 21=2H2→TmCNþ CH4 þ 4HCl ð1Þ
where Tm is the transition metal Ti or Zr.
For Ti(C,N) PA-CVD, Kim et al. has shown that the chlorine content
decreased largely with an increase of the temperature [6], and generally
there is a consensus that the main parameter controlling the chlorine
contamination in LT-CVD processes using metal chloride is the temper-
ature [5,6,10,13–17,20,21,23,34]. Some authors even controlled the
chlorine contamination by changing only the temperature, while keep-
ing the other parameters constant [13,23,34]. This might be not only re-
lated to the effect of the thermal decomposition of the metal chloride,
but also to the crucial role of the reductant H2 (Eq. (1)) or hydrogen
source in general. On the one hand, it was stated that without H2 gas
in the CVD chamber, the deposition in PA-CVD processes is not possible
[4], and the thermal decomposition of the TiCl4 to titanium subchlorides
(TiCl3, TiCl2 and TiCl) is poor even at high temperatures (e.g. at ~1700 °C,
decomposition of TiCl4 does not exceed 10%) [22]. On the other hand,
post-annealing treatment with hydrogen source (H2 or NH3) was pro-
posed as a solution to reduce the chlorine contamination for TiN coating
[17–19]. With the increase of temperature, HCl production is kinetically
promoted as the reaction rate follows Arrhenius behavior [22]. As a re-
sult, active chlorine (which can be reabsorbed on interfaces of the grow-
ing film) is more desorbed and converted to highly stable HCl [22]
which is themost stable form of chlorine [8]. Subsequently, the residual
chlorine is cleaned from the system by improving formation of the sta-
ble HCl gas that will be evacuated afterwards.N Co O Cl
6.22 ± 0.05 22.00 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01
7.12 ± 0.13 21.40 ± 0.18 2.25 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.01 0.49 ± 0.03
4.46 ± 0.24 20.96 ± 0.20 0.39 ± 0.06 0.24 ± 0.01 2.28 ± 0.11
8.51 ± 0.04 21.60 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01 – 0.01 ± 0.01
4.50 ± 0.06 23.55 ± 0.05 2.77 ± 0.03 – 0.01 ± 0.01
Fig. 1. Atomic maps inside a Ti(C,N) grain. Homogeneous distribution of Ti, N and C.
337I. El Azhari et al. / Scripta Materialia 162 (2019) 335–340In this study, deposition of Zr(C,N) is conducted at 45 °C higher than
Ti(C,N) since ZrCl4 is more stable than TiCl4 and requires higher activa-
tion energy to reach similar deposition rate as for the Ti(C,N). Therefore,
it is suggested that the absence of chlorine segregation in the Zr(C,N)
and its lower concentration inside the grain is due to higher tempera-
ture deposition, along with the lower metal chloride partial pressure
[6], which is in this study two times lower for Zr(C,N) compared to Ti
(C,N). All APT specimens obtained for this study showed consistent re-
sultswith no Cl segregation at the GB of Zr(C,N). Despite the small num-
ber of analyzed GBs, it is considered that they are representative of the
polycrystalline coating, since under the used parameters, the CVDdepo-
sition is uniform [39]. Therefore, the reactions (during deposition) and
diffusion (during cooling step) that could lead to Cl segregation are con-
sidered rather homogeneous. Besides, the Zr(C,N) APT specimens show
multiple triple junctions (Fig. 3). Triple junctions are high energy
boundaries with a high number of vacancies and high diffusivityFig. 2. (a) Atomicmap of a GB in Ti(C,N) containing Co and Cl segregation. (b) Isolated Co and Cl
c and d crossing Co rich and Cl rich are shown respectively. The segregation highlights the d
corresponding to cylinder c. (d) Concentration profile across a Cl rich region corresponding t
with a direction perpendicular to the GBs. The sampling of the concentration profiles was adjuwhich would be the most energetically favorable sites for segregation
to occur [40]. The absence of Cl segregation at these triple junctions is
a strong evidence of the general absence of Cl at GBs in this coating.
Determining the chemical state or formof segregated chlorine at the
GBs based on the APT is not a trivial question and beyond the capabili-
ties of the technique. For TiN deposited through PA-CVD, it was pro-
posed that the Cl is incorporated into the lattice structure forming a
solid solution with Ti and N [4,5,7,9–11,13,19,23]. Stoiber et al. added
that when chlorine exceeds the limit of solubility in the TiN lattice
(3.2 at.%), it segregates afterwards at the GBs [23]; whereas Buiting
et al. suggested that for LP-CVD TiN, chlorine is preferentially segregated
at the GBs [15,16]. These conclusions were based on general correla-
tions, e.g. the expansion of the lattice parameter with higher chlorine,
decrease of N content with higher Cl contamination, relaxation of resid-
ual stresses, evolution of chlorine profiles content with change in grain
size. However, in both cases no direct evidence was provided. In thissegregations at the GB; two 90° rotated views are presented for clarity. Sections of cylinder
emixing of Co and Cl. (c) Concentration profile across a Co rich region at the boundary
o cylinder d. These concentration profiles are calculated in cylindrical regions of interest
sted to minimize statistical error using a fixed number of counts per sampling block.
Fig. 3. (a) Atomic map of Co segregation at the GBs in Zr(C,N). (b) Isolated Co segregation at the GBs in two different perspectives for clarity. (c, d) Concentration profiles across the Co
segregation at the GBs according to cylindrical regions of interests indicated by the arrows in panel (a).
338 I. El Azhari et al. / Scripta Materialia 162 (2019) 335–340study, Table 1 shows that there is nearly no solubility of Cl in Ti(C,N) (as
the concentration is estimated about 200 ppm inside the grain) and the
chlorine is rather segregated at the GBs up to 2.2 at.%. Additionally, Ti(C,
N) has a finer grain size than Zr(C,N) [3] which is consistent with the
role of chlorine in refinement of the microstructure [6,10,23]. Then, it
is suggested that chlorine acts as an impurity, which is adsorbed on
the crystal facets during film growth and segregates, yielding finally
smaller grain sizes. Hence, chlorine can be considered as a structure
forming factor during the film growth [23,41]. Additionally, concentra-
tion profile crossing chlorine rich region in Fig. 2(d) displays a slight
drop in C and N content with an increase of Ti content and the average
values in Table 1 reveal that titanium concentration is decreasing in the
Co rich regions while it remains stable (or increases fractionally) in the
Cl rich regions. This could be an indication that the chlorine (or active
chlorine as mentioned earlier) may exist in the form of titanium
subchlorides, which was already supported by previous worksFig. 4. Top view post-compression images of (a) Ti(C,N) and (b) Zr(C,N) micropillars. While Z
strength leading to intercolumnar failure. (For more details refer to Ref. [3]).[8,14,16]. Additionally, for Ti1−xAlxN, it was also concluded that chlorine
originates mainly from incomplete dissociation of the metal chloride
AlCl3 [8,12,21].
Comparison of the micromechanical properties for both coating
from micro-compression tests is not an easy task [3], taking into ac-
count, beside their similarities, their differences in grain size, in the tran-
sition metal phase and microstructure. Nevertheless, the property that
is contrasted in this study is the specific inter-columnar cracking for Ti
(C,N) which can be caused either by the reduced dislocation activation
at room temperature or lower cohesive strength at the GBs [3]. The
APT investigations have provided support to the previous speculations
about segregation of impurities as a potential cause of the GB brittleness
for Ti(C,N), as given by its specific intergranular fracture during micro-
compression tests (Fig. 4). However, Co segregates also in Zr(C,N) GBs
which has better cohesive strength than Ti(C,N) and shows instead of
a pure intercolumnar cracking rather a mixed trans/intergranularr(C,N) shows indefinite crack propagation, Ti(C,N) fails at the GBs showing low cohesive
339I. El Azhari et al. / Scripta Materialia 162 (2019) 335–340crack propagation mode [3]. Then, what is the impact of both Cl and Co
elements on the strength at the GBs?
Usually, segregation of chemical elements at GBs promotes embrit-
tlement of the material. However, it was reported for particular cases
that it can have a beneficial reverse effect of enhancing the ductility
[42–45]. Accordingly, two approaches were established to understand
this contradictory effect of impurities, either through the analysis of
the effects of segregated elements on the electronic structure at the
GB [46] orwith calculation of the segregation energy [47]. Bothmethods
require first principles calculations and analysis, which is out of the
scope of the present study. Nevertheless, chlorine, with its intrinsic
high electronegativity, would definitely have a dramatic negative effect
on the interfacial cohesion and electronic structure between adjacent
atoms at the GBs. The role of chlorine has been highlighted in the GB
embrittlement of Ni-based superalloys [48] and sintered titanium diox-
ide (TiO2) [49] which leads to intergranular fracture. For the LT-CVD ti-
tanium based coating, it is agreed on the deterioration of mechanical
properties with the increase of chlorine content, i.e. decrease in hard-
ness [5–12,23] and in adhesion to the substrate [6,8,10–12].
Diffusion ofWC-Co substrate elements in the coatingduringCVDde-
position has been already reported [50,51]. In this study, cobalt diffuses
from the substrate to the coating crossing the TiN interlayer through the
interfaces and segregates at GBs thereafter with concentrations of 2.77
at.% and 2.25 at.% for Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N), respectively. Very low concen-
trations at the bulk have been resolved: 600 ppm and 300 ppm for Ti(C,
N) and Zr(C,N), respectively. These results are alignedwith earlier work
of Akiyama et al. on a similar Ti(C,N) coating [51]. As for the absence of
tungsten (W) in both coatings, it is related to the higher mobility of Co
compared toW [51]. Itmight be expected that segregation of cobalt will
have a negative effect on themechanical properties especially at higher
temperatures, where these coatings are expected to perform efficiently
when low melting phases form at the interface, leading to the drop of
high-temperature strength [52]. Still, it was reported that diffusion
and segregation of elements (at the GBs) from theWC-Co substrate during
the deposition enhances the adhesion to the substrate andwear resistance
[50,51]. This may indicate that Comight have a strengthening effect on the
interfaces, an assumptionwhich is proved throughfirst principles electron-
structure calculations on the interface adhesionof Co/Ti(C,N) byDudiy et al.
[53]. The author explained the development of a strong Co-C(N) metal
modified covalent bond at the interface which is even stronger than the
bulk bonding between Ti-C(N) [53]. Considering the close physical proper-
ties between Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N), similar effects for Zr(C,N) might be ex-
pected. Since both coatings have similar amount of Co segregating at the
boundaries, it can be pointed out that one relevant factor contributing to
the low cohesive strength and enhanced intergranular fracture of Ti(C,N),
in comparison to Zr(C,N), is the segregation of chlorine at the GBs. Chlorine
co-segregates alongside with cobalt and alters its homogeneous distribu-
tion at the boundaries (Fig. 2(b)).
Based on the combination of APT characterization and assessment of
micromechanical response, the following conclusions can be
summarized:
– Even at high deposition temperature of 885 °C for Ti(C,N) on a WC-
Co substrate, chlorine segregates at GBs along with cobalt with
demixing Cl and Co rich zones. Cl is suggested to stem from the tita-
nium subchlorides, which adsorbs and segregates at the interfaces
during crystal growth resulting in a finer microstructure.
– Zr(C,N) exhibited only Co segregation at the GBs which diffused
from the substrate during CVD deposition. It is proposed that Co is
enhancing the GB strength or at least not harmful toward it.
– Absence of Cl segregation in Zr(C,N) is attributed to the higher depo-
sition temperature and lower metal chloride partial pressure.
– Chlorine segregation might be one of the factors contributing to the
low cohesive strength at the GBs of Ti(C,N), which results in the spe-
cific intergranular fracture behavior evidenced under uniaxial com-
pression of micropillars.Acknowledgments
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Atom Probe Tomography investigations on grain boundary segregation in polycrystalline Ti(C,N) and 
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segregation in polycrystalline Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) CVD coatings 
Idriss El Azhari, Jenifer Barrirero, José García, Flavio Soldera, Luis Llanes, Frank Mücklich 
 
Atom probe tomography sample preparation  
 
Fig. S1. SEM-FIB Lift-out at the Ti(C,N) coating for Atom Probe Tomography (a) Position of the wedge in the 
coating (secondary electrons image). (b) In-situ lift-out of the wedge (ions image). 
 
Atom probe reconstruction and mass spectrum analysis 
Peaks in the mass spectrum were ranged at FW10thM. In the figures below, one 
example of the mass spectrum for each sample with tables listing all ranged ions and 
compounds are presented. 
 
 
Fig. S2. Mass spectrum of an APT measurement of Ti(C,N) 
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Table S1. Ti (C,N) - Ranged elements and compounds 
 Charge states  Charge states 
C +1 +2 CN +1  
N +1 +2 C2N +1 +2 
Ti +2 +3 CN2 +1 +2 
TiN +2  C3 +1 +2 
TiO +2  N2 +1  
Co +2  O +1  
Cl +1 +2    
 
 
Fig. S3. Mass spectrum of an APT measurement of Zr(C,N) 
 
 
Table S2. Zr (C,N) - Ranged elements and compounds 
 Charge states  Charge states 
C +1 +2  C4 +2  
N +1 +2  Co +2  
Zr +2 +3 +4 Cl +2  
CN +1   C2N +1 +2 
C2 +1   ZrC +3  
C3 +1 +2  Ti +3  
ZrN +2 +3  ZrH +2 +3 
N2 +1   H +1  
 
 
Elemental decomposition 
Elements/compounds showing overlap in the spectrum are shown in the table below. 
Several overlaps are not crucial, since they involve small peaks; however, the decomposition 
between some overlaps such as (Cl+,+2 / C3+,+2) or (N2+ / TiN+2) for Ti(C,N); or (Zr+4 / C4+2 / 
C2+1) and (ZrC+3 / ZrN+3) are important to get more accurate results.  
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Table S3. Elemental decomposition Ti(C,N) Analysis 
Mass-to-charge / Da Overlaps 
18.5 Cl (+2) C3 (+2) 
19 C3 (+2) C2N (+2) 
28 CN (+1) N2 (+1) 
30 N2 (+1) TiN (+2) 
31/31.5/32/32.5 TiO (+2) TiN (+2) 
37 Cl (+1) C3 (+1) 
38/39 C2N (+1) C3 (+1) 
40/41 CN2 (+1) C2N (+1) 
 
Table S4. Elemental decomposition Zr(C,N) Analysis 
Mass-to-charge / Da Overlaps 
18.5 Cl (+2) C3 (+2)  
19/19.5 C3 (+2) C2N (+2)  
24 Zr (+4) C4 (+2) C2 (+1) 
25 C4 (+2) C2 (+1)  
26 C2 (+1) CN (+1)  
30 N2 (+1) Zr (+3)  
30.3/30.6/31.3/32 Zr (+3) ZrH (+3)  
34.6/35/35.3/35.6/36.6 ZrC (+3) ZrN (+3)  
36 ZrC (+3) ZrN (+3) C3 (+1) 
37 ZrN (+3) C3 (+1)  
38/39 C2N (+1) C3 (+1)  
45.5/46/47/48 Zr (+2) ZrH (+2)  
 
After elemental decomposition, we performed the two corrections for carbides: 13C-method 
(M. Thuvander, J. Weidow, J. Angseryd, L.K.L. Falk, F. Liu, M. Sonestedt, K. Stiller, H.-O. 
Andrén, Ultramicroscopy 111 (2011) 604–608.) and 24 Da peak correction (J. Angseryd, F. 
Liu, H.-O. Andrén, S.S.A. Gerstl, M. Thuvander, Ultramicroscopy 111 (2011) 609–614). In the 
former method, the 13C+ and 13C2+ isotopes are used to correct the 12C+ and 12C2+ peaks to fit 
the expected isotopic natural abundance. This correction compensates for the loss of counts 
in the 12C isotope caused by the dead time of the detector during multiple events. The 24 Da 
peak  method corrects for the peak overlap between Ti2+ and C2+ at the 24Da peak in the 
mass-to-charge spectrum as well as for the loss of counts due to the detector dead time. Since 
the Ti2+ isotopes at 23Da and 23.5Da do not have predicted overlaps, these peaks can be 
used for the peak decomposition. To correct for the loss of counts due to multiple hits, the 
abundance distribution between the single and multiple events at 23Da, 23.5Da and 24Da are 
compared and a corrected amount of multiple events at 24Da is calculated. 
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2 I. El Azhari et al. / Materials and Design 186 (2020) 1082831. IntroductionFig. 1. Cross section of the coated cemented carbide cutting insert showing the different
components.Developing new materials combining enhanced hardness and
toughness is one of the most challenging issues for material scientists
and engineers. In this regard, despite the fact that they were first intro-
duced about one century ago [1], nowadays WC-Co cemented carbide
(also referred as hardmetal in practice) remains the most successful
composite material combining these two properties. Main reason be-
hind is the optimal interface properties exhibited by theWC and cobalt
couple, i.e. very low interfacial energy, nearly perfect wetting and very
good adhesion in the solid state [2]. Surprisingly, it has been reported
that carbide-carbide interfaces are indeed strengthened by Co segrega-
tion at the grain boundaries [3]. Furthermore, mechanical properties of
these materials are widely tunable by selecting the appropriate chemi-
cal and microstructural parameters, i.e. WC grain size, metallic binder
volume fraction, alloying, gradients, etc. [4]. As a result, WC-Co
cemented carbides have consolidated as leading materials for
manufacturing tools and components used in highly demanding appli-
cations like metal cutting or forming, mining drill bits and wear parts.
From the late 60s, since the implementation of thin coatings onto
cemented carbides as external layers, performance and service life of
cemented carbide tools and parts were taken to a higher level and
have been increasingly enhanced due to the protection offered by coat-
ings against severe wear and significant thermo-mechanical loads [5,6].
Within this context, microstructural design optimization of substrate
and coatings, as well as corresponding interlayers between them, have
resulted in an ever-increasing functional performance of coated
hardmetals. Extensive research has been carried out to study mechani-
cal properties of coated systems in terms of hardness, scratch resistance,
friction, wear, etc. [7]. However, only a few investigations have ad-
dressed the small-scale response of these materials regarding the local
mechanical properties of their individual system components, i.e. sub-
strate, coating and interlayer. Although nanoindentation is established
as a standard and popular method to characterize mechanical proper-
ties of composite materials at the micrometer scale, multi-axial stresses
and strains generated during contact loading are complex [8,9]. Accord-
ingly, studying and analyzing the involved deformation mechanics be-
comes very difficult. Micro-compression emerges as a more adapted
method for suchmicromechanical characterization, considering the rel-
ative uniform stress distribution [8] and the ease of processing
micropillars.Moreover, successive annularmilling of the pillars with fo-
cused ion beam (FIB) allows gradual relaxation of residual stresses
[10,11]. Micropillar compression could eventually be deployed for eval-
uating mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and yield stress.
However, special care has to be given to the experimental shortcomings
which can corrupt the resulting data [12]. Still, this method has been
used mainly to study single crystals and single-phased materials.
Micromechanical testing of WC-Co composites is limited to few studies
involving either micropillar compression [13–15], microbeam bending
[16,17], micro/nano-scratch testing [18,19], or in-situ tensile testing
[20,21]. Regarding micropillar compression, Csanádi et al. studied the
deformation dependence upon crystal orientation forWC single crystals
[13]. Similar testing approach was extended to WC-Co composites by
Tarragó et al. [14] and Sandoval et al. [15], aiming to highlight yielding
mechanisms within the constitutive phases and microstructural scale
effects, respectively. Within the present study, the same approach was
used to examine deformation behavior of a lower cobalt content WC-
Co coated substrate. The post-mortem deformation was investigated
using high-resolution electron microscopy and EBSD to depict micro-
structural changes of the different phases (WC grains and Co binder).
Afterwards, micropillars milled within carbonitride coating and com-
bined substrate/TiN-interlayer/carbonitride coating were similarly
tested, and all resultswere compared together. In other words, complex
interactions between phases (WC and Co) and different components
(substrate, interlayer and coating) that likely take place under compres-
sion in real application are attempted to be replicated at the small-scaleby micropillar compression. To the best knowledge of the authors, sim-
ilar approach is implemented for different components of a cutting in-
sert for the first time in this investigation. Zr(C,N) hard coating was
chosen instead of the widely established Ti(C,N) due to its promising
micromechanical properties [22,23], and its structural integrity when
deposited on cemented carbides [24]. Besides, considering that me-
chanical integrity of the TiN interlayer (existing between substrate
and coating) is crucial, special attention was paid to provide some in-
sight into the interfacial strength of the system studied. Hence, the pres-
ent study is divided into two main sections: investigation of
deformation mechanisms of the substrate and then of the combination
substrate/interlayer/coating which is here referred as a hybrid
structure.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Coated cemented carbide specimen
The investigated coated cemented carbide specimen is an industrial
milling insert. It consisted of a fine grade WC-7.6 wt%Co substrate
(mean carbide size of 0.8 μm) and a multilayer coating with the follow-
ing upward sequence: TiN (0.3 μm), Zr(C,N) (4.5 μm), Ti(C,N,O) (0.6
μm) and α-Al2O3 (3 μm) as an outer layer (Fig. 1). These coatings
were deposited through moderate temperature CVD process (MT-
CVD) in an industrial hot wall reactor using metal chlorides precursors
and temperatures ranging between 930 °C and 1000 °C. This multilayer
architecture (coatings' sequence and thicknesses) is a standard se-
quence engineered for cemented carbides used in commercial milling
inserts. The exclusive difference is the use of the recently developed Zr
(C,N) wear resistant layer, instead of the widely used Ti(C,N). TiN
starting interlayer is deposited on the hardmetal surface for three rea-
sons: to promote nucleation of the carbonitride film, to act as a diffusion
barrier layer and to improve adhesion to the substrate. Zr(C,N) is a hard
layer intended to provide excellent combination of hardness and tough-
ness, together with oxidation andwear resistance. Ti(C,N,O) guarantees
a very good adhesion and anchoring between Zr(C,N) and alumina
layer. Finally, top α-Al2O3 layer is a thermal barrier which mitigates
both high heat flux generated during cutting and adhesive wear.
2.2. Pillar preparation
Pillars were milled in an embedded cross section of the coated
cemented carbide. Cross section was prepared by grinding and
polishing with diamond suspension from 9 to 1 μm. Final polishing
with colloidal silica or fine alumina suspension was avoided as it has
3I. El Azhari et al. / Materials and Design 186 (2020) 108283been found to produce preferential material removal in the layers, and
more noticeably in the cobalt phase, which is more pronounced for
fine-grained substrate grades [25]. Then, pillars were carved on the dif-
ferent components of the coated insert using a FEI Helios Nanolab
DualBeam 600 SEM/FIB (Scanning electron microscope/Focused ion
beam) operating with gallium ion (Ga+) beam. Three annular milling
steps were conducted (with a decreasing current intensity from
21nA, 0.92 nA andfinally 0.28 nA) to achieve the final shape of the pillar
with an approximate top diameter of 2 μm and an aspect ratio (diame-
ter/height) of 1/3. Three pillars were milled from the substrate, two
from Zr(C,N) and one hybrid pillar combining substrate, TiN and Zr(C,
N) coating (Table 1). Diameter and taper angle of the pillars ranged be-
tween 2.1 and 2.3 μm and 4.4–5.5°, respectively. Besides, three addi-
tional hybrid pillars with an inclined interface were prepared in order
to assess the interfacial strength of TiN interlayer (further details are
given in section 3.2.2). Through the manuscript, “phases” refers to indi-
vidual constituents within the substrate (WC, Co), and “components”
refers to substrate, interlayer and coating.
Regarding pillar preparation, cross section orientation was adopted
instead of the usual plain one for the following reasons:
- On a plain surface orientation, the hybrid pillar concept will be a
top coating part based on a soft substrate,whichwill inducemore defor-
mation in the substrate. Besides, shear stress at the interface will be
negligible.
- On the contrary, along the cross section, the substrate, the coating
and their interfacial strength are tested, as the different stiffness exhib-
ited by both components induces relevant shearing at interfaces. More-
over, with this orientation, different components can be investigated
separately from the same prepared sample and within the same test.
This is a clear advantage for reproducibility of the tests and comparison
of the results.2.3. Micro-compression tests
Micro-compression tests were carried out with the aid of a Hysitron
Tribo-Indenter TI 900, equipped with a Performech controller and a 5
μm diameter diamond flat punch. Before compression, in-situ scanning
probe microscopy (SPM) of the pillar with very low force and scan rate
is conducted using the flat punch as a probe. The reasons behind are to
precisely locate and center the flat punch relatively to the pillar and to
check misalignment. The loading function is displacement controlled
with a constant rate of 5 nm/s. Maximum load of the transducer that
can be applied is around 35 mN. Engineering stress (ratio of applied
force to top area of the pillar) and displacement were chosen as param-
eters for graphical representation ofmechanical response, as precise de-
termination of the actual height was highly uncertain due to
irregularities around the pillar and to the uneven nature of the pillar's
base surface. Therefore, by presenting displacement instead of engi-
neering strain such source of uncertainty and error is ruled out. More-
over, due to the tapering angle, pillars do not have perfect cylindrical
shape. Hence, strain is not uniform along the pillar but rather concen-
trated in the upper part. Dimensions of the pillars are comparable as
the same milling sequence was used. Still, small variations of heights
may exist, which can influence gradually the slope of stress-
displacement curves. Along the manuscript, the term “stress” refers to
the “engineering stress”.Table 1
Tested pillars - nomenclature used and corresponding description.
Pillar notation Material - description
S1, S2, S3 WC-Co Substrate
C1, C2 Zr(C,N) Coating
Hybrid (Hyb) WC-Co/TiN/Zr(C,N) - vertical interface
Hybrid-i (Hyb-i) WC-Co/TiN/Zr(C,N) - inclined interface2.4. Residual stresses
In coated cemented carbides, two types of residual stresses may be
invoked. On one hand, CVD coatings are well-known to exhibit tensile
residual stresses that are balanced by the “bulk-like” substrate. How-
ever, as small specimen micropillars are machined, these residual
stresses are continuously relaxed with successive annular FIB milling
to a significant extent [10,11]. On the other hand, regarding cemented
carbides, there exist intrinsic residual micro-stresses between co-
existing phases, i.e. WC and cobalt binder. Here, it is also known that re-
sidual stresses are compressive in the ceramic phase and tensile in the
metallic one. These residual stresses do not vanish completely by FIB-
milling of micropillars. However, as the study is focused on cemented
carbide substrate as a “single component”, such micro-residual stresses
are not consideredwithin the data analysis and beyond the scope of this
investigation.
2.5. Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis
Post-mortemEBSD analysis of a compressed pillarwas conducted by
extracting a thick lamella (∼ 500 nm) with the FIB lift-out technique.
Preparation protocol has been already detailed in a previous work by
the authors [22]. In order to minimize possible damage induced by the
Ga+ ions employed, low current and acceleration voltage (11 pA and
between 5 and 2 kV, respectively) were used during the final polishing
of the lamella. Kikuchi patterns were obtained in reflection mode with
an EDAX Hikari system at 20 kV acceleration voltage, 11 nA current
and a 20 nm step size. Subsequently, raw data was processed and ana-
lyzedwith OIMAnalysis™ V7 software. It was implemented by defining
a grain as an island of at least two adjacent points with amaximummis-
orientation of 5°. The confidence index (CI) was standardized across
each grain to filter noise and poor data with a cut-off of CI = 0.09.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Deformation of the substrate
3.1.1. Stress and displacement curves
Fig. 2 shows stress vs. displacement curves of the three WC-Co pil-
lars studied. An increase in stiffness for the first 10–20 nm of displace-
ment is noticed. This could be attributed to tiny particles trapped
between the flat punch and the pillar top face or to slight misalignment
induced by height difference at the top pillar surface of a couple ofFig. 2. Stress vs. displacement curves for substrate pillars S1, S2 and S3. Stress-
displacement slope varies considerably from one pillar to another.
Fig. 3. Different views of yielding events in pillar S1 after compression. Dashed black
arrows: WC sliding, black arrows: Cobalt extrusion and white arrows: Slip bands in WC.
4 I. El Azhari et al. / Materials and Design 186 (2020) 108283nanometers. Then, during loading, the stress-displacement slope varies
considerably, especially when comparing pillar S1 to pillar S3. This
could be explained by considering that composite assemblage of WC
grains in the Co matrix is different, regarding carbide contiguity, spatial
distribution of both phases, effective grain size within the pillar and
crystal orientation of carbides, in each case. As a result, eachWC-Co pil-
larmay respond to the applied strain differently [14]. However, discrep-
ancies in stress vs. displacement response during unloading, related to
the elastic recovery, are not discerned. Linear data points fitting of initial
unloading segment gives the following slope values of SS1 =
122 MPa/nm, SS2 = 124 MPa/nm and SS3 = 128 MPa/nm for pillars
S1, S2 and S3, respectively.
Due to the taper angle of the pillars, strain is not uniform, but rather
concentrated in the top part. Pillar S1 shows extensive and multiple
yielding phenomena at the top part, given in terms of binder extrusion,
relative sliding between carbide grains and slip traces of single WC
grains, as shown in Fig. 3. These yielding events are translated in the
stress-displacement curve, where the post-initial loading segment is
non-linear and is rather a mix of this complex yielding events. Hence,
the term “pseudo-stiffness” will be used instead of stiffness as the re-
sponse is a mixture of elasticity and micro-plasticity events. Propensity
ofWC to slide, rotate or plastically deform is related to the grain size and
contiguity. In general, as it is also evidenced in Fig. 3, smaller carbides
tend to slide and rotate, while coarser ones are prone to deform plasti-
cally through dislocation activity [26], which is obvious due to forma-
tion of slip traces. Regarding extrusion of the metallic binder, direct
linking of this deformation mechanism to features within the stress-
displacement curves is very difficult, as the response is a mixture of
both phases where Co is restricted to smaller regions.Fig. 4. (a) Front view of the pillar S3 after compression; (b) corresponding rotated view
showing a crossing slip in WC phase. The dashed line marks the orientation of the
extracted lamella which is perpendicular to the observed sliding.For pillar S3, a significant sliding at the top is evidenced (Fig. 4 (a)).
Moreover, from the rotated image in Fig. 4 (b), another line crossing the
main sliding is observed, which could be an indication of multiple slip
inside this grain. These events can be correlated to clear and discrete
displacement bursts observed in the curves shown in Fig. 2, at stress
levels of 6–7 GPa. This would be in agreement with previous results re-
ported by Csanádi et al., regarding yield values of slip activation in
monocrystalline WC pillars with comparable diameter to those studied
here, during micro-compression testing [13]. The higher pseudo-
stiffness and strength values, significant displacement bursts and the
presumable slip activity discerned for pillar S3, triggered the interest
for deeper investigations. A FIB lift-out is made for this pillar, then suc-
cessive FIB cross-sectioning (according to the dashed line in Fig. 4 (b)) is
carried out followed by high resolution SEM imaging. Fig. 5 (a) shows
that the coarse WC grain in the pillar apex is supported by other WC
grains, revealing then quite a high local contiguity underneath, until
the base of the pillar. Hence, local assemblage could be described as a
rigid continuous WC skeleton where the cobalt occupies just empty
spaces between carbides. Consequently, a relatively higher pseudo-
stiffness value should be expected. Aiming to gather further informa-
tion, EBSD mapping was performed on multiple cross sections.
3.1.2. WC slip activity
To verify if the presumable slip in pillar S3 is actually related to dis-
location activity or sliding at a grain boundary of two grains that would
have perfect contiguity (Fig. 5 (b)), EBSD mapping was performed on
several cross sections of the same lift-out. Several interesting observa-
tions can be stated. First, random and various orientations of different
WC grains within the pillar are discerned in the inverse pole figure
map (IPF) shown in Fig. 6 (a). From the same figure, it becomes clear
that sliding at the pillar3s top part occurred inside a single coarse
grain, i.e. both sides neighboring slip trace exhibit same orientation
(with a grain orientation spread of 0.35° which is close to baseline
orientation noise). Second, the grain under consideration has a pris-
matic orientation to the plane of sectioning. In other words, the top sur-
face of the pillar was near to parallel with the f1010g type prismatic
plane which is the favorable orientation for inducing slip during com-
pression of WC single crystals [13]. In this regard, calculating the angle
between the top face of the pillar and the slip trace, an approximate
value of 130.5° is obtained. This value is close to the angle separating
two intersecting prismatic planes (120°), considering that the disorien-
tation of the grain toward a vertical ½1010 pole is 11° (Fig. 6 (c)). This
means that the slip occurred likely along a prismatic plane. Confirma-
tion to this statement is obtained by extracting exact orientation of
the lattice and overlaying it to the image quality map in Fig. 6 (b),
where the slip trace is parallel to the prismatic segment. Third,
concerning the other crossing slip referred in Fig. 4 (b), its trace is not
visible in the IQ map and calculation of the intersecting angle from the
tilted view in Fig. 4 (b) is very difficult. Nevertheless, from its visible
trace orientation, it seems that it probably arises from another prismatic
plane of type f0110g.
In the literature, it is agreed that the predominant slip system ofWC is
along aprismatic plane from the familyf1010gb1123N [27–30]. Other au-
thors have also reported f1010gb0001N [26,31,32] and f1010gb1120N
system [26,32] which could dissociate into b1123N partial dislocations
[32]. Calculation of the slip direction based on the geometrical measure-
ment of the sliding from SEM pictures is not reliable, due to the difficulty
of determining the lateral displacement and to the higher measurement
uncertainty. Alternatively, Schmid factor maps for the f1010g slip plane
were calculated (Fig. 7) for the three directions with compressive loading
along the vertical axis. It appears that both b1120N and b1123N are
very plausible directions with Schmid factor values of 0.48 and 0.38, re-
spectively. This could lead to the conclusion that the slip took place
along b1120N direction. However, critical resolved shear stress should
be taken into account to assess which of the two directions is prone to
Fig. 5. (a) Post-mortem cross section at the middle of the pillar S3 showing a continuousWC skeleton from the top to the bottom of the pillar. (b) Another cross section showing smooth
interface of the presumable slip plane in the top grain (white arrows). (c) Magnification of platelet structure inside the Co island showed in (b).
5I. El Azhari et al. / Materials and Design 186 (2020) 108283activate first. Fig. 4 (a) shows that there is a lateral displacement during
grain slip which would not take place if the slip direction was b1120N.
This directly points out b1123N as the active slip direction in the case an-
alyzed here.3.1.3. Deformation of metallic binder, the cobalt phase
A larger EBSD scan (including the substrate below the pillar) was
carried out in order to investigate the Co phase. In Fig. 8 (a), withinFig. 6. (a) IPF map of the WC phase according to the vertical axis. (b) Corresponding image q
(c) Sketch of the disorientation angle between prismatic plane and the vertical axis. (d) WC anthe pillar, fcc-Co coexists mainly with small hcp-Co islands that are lo-
cated near the interfaces of WC. Underneath the pillar, where the Co
volume content and islands are larger, higher hcp fraction is noticed
with direct contiguity to the carbides. This may suggest that phase
transformation of Co begins at the interfaces with the carbides. Gener-
ally in cemented carbides, the dissolvedWand C in the cobalt phase sta-
bilize the fcc phase which is normally stable at higher temperatures
[33,34]. It results in a predominance of the cubic phase [33], especially
for fine-grained cemented carbides [35], which is the grade in thisuality (IQ) map revealing that the slip trace in top grain is parallel to a prismatic plane.
d Co phase map.
Fig. 7. Schmid factor maps of theWC phase considering thef1010g slip plane according to
the following directions (a) b1120N, (b) b1123N and (c) b0001N.
Fig. 8. (a) Phase map of pillar S3 and the substrate underneath. (b) Pole figures of Co fcc-
hcp islands. An orientation relationship between fcc and hcp phases of cobalt is
highlighted.
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Figs. 8 and6) could lead to the impression that phase transformation oc-
curred duringmicro-compression as it is well established that Co binder
endures phase transformation from fcc to hcp under strain
[33,34,36,37]. Nevertheless, post treatment processes like grinding
[38], substrate heating during CVD deposition and cooling down, top
blasting and even lamella preparation using Ga+ ion beam may also
cause this phase transformation [39]. The latter factor could be
discarded as precautions were adopted by using low acceleration volt-
age (between 5 and 2 kV) and low beam current at the final thinning
step. However, the other factors could contribute to this phase transfor-
mation. Another lift-out was made at the substrate nearby pillar S3 to
inspect the non-deformed state. As a result, both phases exist prior to
micro-compression testing meaning that presence of hcp-Co is not
strictly related to the deformation of the pillar. High resolution SEM im-
ages reveal intersecting platelet structures inside the Co island, which
are reported to be related to deformation twinning and fcc-hcp mar-
tensitic phase transformation resulting in thin hcp lamellae in a fcc co-
balt matrix [33,36,40]. An example is given in Fig. 5 (b) and (c) where
most of the Co underneath the coarse grain is in the form of these plate-
let structures. Still, these structures cannot be resolved by EBSD, and the
corresponding phasemap in Fig. 6 (d) reveals only the fccmatrix for this
particular Co island. Higher resolution technique - like transmission
electron microscope (TEM) or automated crystal orientation mapping
with TEM (ACOM-TEM) - could be capable of resolving these structures.
At least, with polefigures shown in Fig. 8 (b), an orientation relationship
between fcc and hcp phases is highlighted, where 0001ð Þhcp // f111gfcc
and b1120Nhcp // b110Nfcc. This relationship has been also reported in
references [33,40].
As can be seen, investigation of cobalt deformation mechanisms re-
mains a challenge especially for low Co content and fine-grained
cemented carbides due to the restricted and small Co islands. The initial
allotropic phases (fcc/hcp) must be predetermined or controlled in
order to assess precisely the impact of deformation on the phase trans-
formation of Co. Various causes can induce this phase transformation
and not only the applied stress during micro-compression. Neverthe-
less, we are assuming that phase transformation is initiated at the
phase boundaries with WC grains.3.1.4. Deformation mechanisms
For cemented carbide pillars, depending on the assemblage and the
distribution of both WC grains and the metallic binder, distinct casesduring loading stage, illustrated by pillar S1 and S3, have been demon-
strated. Stress and strain concentrate at the top part as a result of the ta-
pering angle [8]. For pillar S1 in addition to the Co flow, the upper part is
composed of different WC grain sizes where the smaller ones tend to
slide or rotate to each other considering that the interfaces (WC/WC
and WC/Co) are preferential spots for plastic deformation [14,15].
Meanwhile, coarser grains tend to deform plastically by developing
shear bands. The propensity to deform plastically with increasing
grain size has been recently reported for WC-Co during indentation by
Liu et al. [26] and it is generally related to themicrostructural constraint
or intrinsic size effect [41,42]. Meanwhile, the typical rigid WC skeleton
of the carbides within pillar S3 resulted not only in higher pseudo-
stiffness and strength, but also provided solid base for the top coarse
grain that showcased extensive sliding. The latter is a result of multiple
slips in prismatic planes followed by extensive shearing along the f101
0gb1123N slip system which is the predominant slip system for WC
[27–30]. This could be described as if a single prismatic grain was com-
pressed on the top of the supporting WC-Co pillar structure. However,
Fig. 9. Hybrid pillar carved at the interface with similar volume fraction of coating and
substrate components. Inset: scheme of the components of the hybrid pillar showing
(from left to right) Zr(C,N) coating, TiN interlayer and WC-Co substrate.
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slope than their respective loading segment. The unloading segment is
related to the elastic recovery and its slope is expected to be within
values of single phases [14,15] where theWC is stiffer than Co. This dis-
tinct behavior of unloading stiffness increase can be also perceived in
the work of Tarragò et al. [14]. In the present case, this tendency of
higher and similar unloading slopes values could be explained by the at-
tenuation or partial annihilation of the Co phase contribution, in the
overall mechanical behavior, during compression. In other words, dur-
ing loading, the cobalt is significantly deformed as it is the softest
phase, and for instance, Co extrusion in pillar S1 was evidenced (Fig. 3
(a)). Moreover, Co phase is dispersed and restricted to small areas be-
tween bigger and harder WC grains. These are moving and sliding
along with irreversible Co deformation until the formation of a rigid
skeleton where the WC have enough contiguity to start carrying the
load and deform. As a result, the phase assemblage and contiguity
have changed after the compression and the elastic recovery during
unloading arises mainly fromWC phase.
Regarding deformation ofWC andCophaseswithin a pillar structure
(or micro-compression tests of WC-Co), in contrast to the previous
study by Tarragó et al. where most of the described deformation mech-
anisms occurred in the Co phase and at the interfaces [14], theWC hard
phase is in this study strongly concerned. This could be directly corre-
lated to the lower cobalt content in the present study (7.6 wt% versus
15 wt%). As a result, the investigated pillars reached a higher yield
strength. In Table 2, it can be observed that as the Co fraction increases
the yield strength decreases and vice-versa. This would be in full accor-
dance with what has been reported by Sandoval et al., stating that the
yield strength increased with higher WC volume fraction as a result of
pillar size reduction [15].
3.2. Deformation of coating and hybrid pillar
3.2.1. Stress and displacement curves
Aiming to investigate deformation mechanisms of both coating and
combined coating/substrate system, three additional pillars were pro-
duced and tested. Two of them were milled at the Zr(C,N) coating,
whereas the other onewas carved at the TiN interlayer between the coat-
ing and the substrate in order to get a hybrid specimen containing about
the same volume fraction of both coating and cemented carbide (Fig. 9).
Stress vs. displacement curves of these pillars are shown in Fig. 10.
Opposite to the mechanical response determined for substrate pillars,
mechanical response of the coating is quite reproducible. The loading
segments of the two coating curves are quite similar and unloading
slopes are equal (Sc1=Sc2=79 MPa/nm). Furthermore, a higher yield
stress around 8 GPawas reached, before the first displacement burst oc-
curred, which corresponded to crack initiation in the top face. Continu-
ing the compressionwill lead to propagation of the crack along the pillar
and catastrophic failure. The ultimate strength, as compared to the other
components, reached the highest value in the case of the hybrid pillar.
Here, stress even exceeded 9 GPa without exhibiting a displacement
burst, then a plateau was reached corresponding to the maximum
load that could be applied by the transducer during the micro-
compression test (∼ 35mN). Post-mortem SEM images from the coating
side did not reveal a visible defect or a crack formation in the coating
part. Conversely, plastic deformation phenomena, such as sliding ofTable 2
Comparison of reported WC-Co micro-compression studies. Yield strength increases in-
versely with Co content.
Sample dWC
(μm)
Pillar diameter
(μm)
Yield strength
(GPa)
Reference
WC-15 wt%Co Coarse 2.5–3 0.6–3.1 [14]
WC-11 wt%Co 1.1 1–4 2.3–7 [15]
WC-7.6 wt%Co 0.8 2.1–2.3 4–7 Present study
WC (single crystal) - 2 6–7 [13]contiguous WC grains and slip lines within individual carbides, were
discerned on the substrate side as it can be seen in Fig. 11.
Given this noticeable yielding in the substrate region in contrast to the
coating in addition to the dissimilar loading behavior of these two compo-
nents, significant shearing is expected at both interface sides of the TiN in-
terlayer (substrate/TiN, TiN/coating) which would lead to interfacial
failure. Yet, nodecohesionor interfacial crackwas evidenced in our exper-
imentswhich highlights the excellent bonding properties of the TiN inter-
layer. Instead, the whole hybrid pillar deformed as one integral structure,
and both components deformed with more leaning of the substrate part.
This can be observed in Fig. 12 where SEMmicrographs before and after
compressionwere imagedwith the same parameters. Accordingly, an in-
clination of the pillar at the substrate part is noticed. Buckling of the pillar
can be caused by stability issues related to micropillar compression. Nev-
ertheless, precautions were adopted by having an aspect ratio between 2
and 3 in addition to the absence of excessive misalignment [43]. More-
over, as this buckling concerns only this hybrid pillar, it is obvious that
the heterogeneity of the structure, where the substrate side is softer
than the coating, is responsible for the observed bending.Fig. 10. Stress and displacement curves of substrate pillars (S1, S2, S3) (Yield strength
∼ 4–7 GPa), Zr(C,N) coating pillars (Yield strength ∼ 8 GPa), and hybrid pillar (Ultimate
strength ~ 9 GPa). The plateau noticed for the hybrid pillar (green curve) is a result of
reaching the maximum load of the transducer. Hybrid pillar exhibits the highest
strength among all the tested specimens.
Fig. 11. Yielding events at the substrate region of the hybrid pillar: white arrows indicate
slip bands in WC, while black dashed ones show sliding between WC grains.
Fig. 12. (a) Side image of the hybrid pillar before compression. (b) Related post-
compression image. Black arrow in (b) indicates yielding at the substrate side and
leaning of the pillar to the right. This can be noticed also by taking the background
surrounding the top part as a reference.
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in Fig. 13, a rough estimate of the heights is evaluated by averagingmin-
imum andmaximumvalues exclusively for this purpose. It is found that
the unloading stiffness of the hybrid pillar is within the values of those
determined for both substrate and coating components.
To further explore the shearing resistance at the TiN interfaces, a
supplementary test described below was conducted.
3.2.2. Interfacial strength at the TiN interlayer
Attempting to get further insights about interfacial strength of TiN in-
terlayer, additional three pillars were milled at a cross section near the
edge of the milling insert in order to have an inclined TiN interface
trapped in sandwich between the Zr(C,N) and the substrate. The idea be-
hind is to increase the shear stresses acting at the interfaces of the TiN
during compression test. Optimal case would be to have a 45° inclination
interface to maximize the shear stress. However, due to the complicated
shape of the cutting insert, it is difficult to set the sample such to get the
referred angle. The latter was ∼ 70 ± 2° in the present study. A larger di-
ameter (∼ 3 μm) and higher aspect ratio was chosen in order to ensure
that all three components will be contained (and visible) in the pillar
(Fig. 14 (a)). Similar experimental protocols have been proposed and val-
idated to calculate critical stress for shear failure of varied interfaces, e.g.
between CrN coating and Si substrate [44] or between the matrix and
the fiber of ceramic matrix composites [45]. Nevertheless, in the present
study, the loading was a displacement-controlled function with a multi-
cycle progressive loading, i.e. four loading-unloading cycles are applied
with incremental higher displacement at each cycle. The target was to in-
vestigate occurrence of plastic deformation.
Unfortunately, before achieving pillar yielding, maximum trans-
ducer load was reached again, and the aimed critical shear stress
could not be determined. Nevertheless, several important facts may be
highlighted from these tests. First, failure events were not discerned at
the interface. Second, as it can be seen in Fig. 14 (b), plastic deformationis taking place in the pillar after each cycle, as the loading and unloading
segment are not similar. Third, “Pseudo-stiffness” is increasing after
each loading cycle (Fig. 14 (b)), which is very similar to substrate pillars
behavior in terms of unloading slope increase (Fig. 2). Accordingly, this
result endorses the explanation about phase assemblage and contiguity
changes of WC-Co after deformation (section 3.1.4). An approximation
of the maximum shear stress which was exerted at the interface was
calculated using the following formula [44,45]:
τ ¼ P  sin θ cos θ=A
where τ: shear stress, P: maximum reached load, θ: interface angle and
A: area of the pillar cross section. Estimated shear stress at the interface
reached an approximate value close to 1.3 GPa, this could be taken as a
lower bound estimation for its strength.
A TEM lamella was prepared in order to have a wider cross section at
the TiN interface. STEM images showed absence of micro-pores or voids
at TiN interfaces (Fig. 15). Furthermore, TiN presented a nanocrystalline
structure with a clear contrast at the grain boundaries. This dark contrast
is attributed to the segregation of diffusing substrate elements (W,Co) at
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Fig. 13. Unloading stiffnesses of tested pillars, C: Coating – S: Substrate – Hyb: Hybrid.
Unloading stiffness of the hybrid pillar is within the values of the corresponding
components.
9I. El Azhari et al. / Materials and Design 186 (2020) 108283the grain boundaries [23,46], which are believed to enhance the adhesion
of the coating [46]. As a result of the TiN nanocrystalline microstructure,
no slip transmission from the WC grains to the interface is expected.
3.2.3. Strength of hybrid assemblage
The combination of coating and substrate outperformed their corre-
sponding single component. It was seen that deformation of substrate
pillars is ductile, contrary to coating onewhich is brittle. The hybrid pil-
lar reached stresses as high as 9.4 GPa without showing a displacement
burst and could probably advance to a superior strength if the trans-
ducer had a higher maximum load limit. The three components have
deformed together, WC grains in the substrate deformed plastically,
whereas the TiN and theZr(C,N) hard coating bendedwith the substrate
without developing a visible crack. Attention must be drawn to the fact
that hybrid pillars behavior also depends on the assemblage of the sub-
strate part. In the present case, like substrate pillar S3, coarse-grained
assemblage and higher contiguity ofWC grainswere in favor for this su-
perior behavior. From the coating perspective, this outstanding result
could be attributed to the better cohesive strength (at grain boundaries)
and ductility of Zr(C,N) in comparison with the widely used Ti(C,N)
coating [22,23]. Indeed, it has to be taken into account that finer micro-
structure of Zr(C,N) along with TiN (within the hybrid pillar) increased
volume fraction of grain boundaries in which substrate elements are
segregating, and this feature may contribute to the increased strength
[48]. Regarding the interfaces, no crack was evidenced at the interfacesFig. 14. a. Hybrid pillarwith an inclined interface (Hyb-i) after compression. Inset: scheme of th
curve highlighting plastic deformation after each cycle. Fitting of the loading's linear part is
29.3 MPa/nm; 3rd cycle = 30.9 MPa/nm; 4th cycle = 32 MPa/nm.of both components with TiN, which is a proof of the excellent interfa-
cial strength that the TiN is guaranteeing between the cemented carbide
and the hard coating. In fact, it has been reported that the addition of
TiN interlayer has enhanced the adhesion strength between Ti(C,N)
coating and WC-Co coating during cutting tests [46].
4. Summary
Throughout various experiments and characterization techniques
the deformation mechanisms of different components of an industrial
cutting insert have been investigated, the following conclusions were
drawn regarding our experiments:
- Deformation of WC-Co micropillars prepared from the same sub-
strate is strongly influenced by phase assemblage and distribution,
grain size and orientation, nature of interfaces, etc., as we obtained
distinct behavior during the loading of each pillar. The loading seg-
ment (or pseudo-stiffness) is a convolution of elastic response and
microplasticity events. Moreover, loading and unloading behavior
were dissimilar which could be explained by the local changes in
phase assemblage at the end of loading segment resulting in a stiff-
ness increase.
- In addition to the Co metallic phase, coarse WC grains can absorb
considerable strain energy by deforming plastically as it has been
showcased - in one example - by the extensive andmultiple slip ac-
cording to the established f1010gb1123N system and initiation of
several slip traces in different WC grains for the other examples.
- Investigation of cobalt phase deformation is challenging especially
for low Co content and fine-grained cemented carbides. At least,
we are assuming that phase transformation from fcc to hcp is initi-
ated at the phase boundaries with WC grains.
- The hybrid pillar presented the highest strength among the tested
pillars, the coating contributed with its strength while the substrate
provided the necessary toughness, which enhanced its properties
and outscored their individual components in terms of ultimate
strength.
- Despite high shear stresses expected at interfaces of TiN interlayer
during compression, the latter provided excellent interfacial
strength between the substrate and the coating, which strengthen
and bind both components together.Data availability statement
The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings cannot
be shared at this time as the data also forms part of an ongoing study.e hybrid pillarwith an inclined interface. b. Correspondingmulti-cycle stress-displacement
added for each cycle. Corresponding slopes are: 1st cycle = 22.4 MPa/nm; 2nd cycle =
Fig. 15. Bright field STEM-in-SEM image at the TiN interface of the as-deposited state. TiN
(left) and Zr(C,N) (right). Dark contrast around TiN grain boundaries denotes segregation
of diffused substrate elements. Initial stages of the CVD deposition produce normally a
fine-grained microstructure, and grain size will increase as the thickness increases [47].
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A B S T R A C T
The evolution of damage induced as contact load is increased has been investigated on single- and multilayered
coated cemented carbides by means of spherical indentation. The main objective of the study was to assess the
effect of the intermediate wear-resistant carbonitride layer on the contact damage resistance of industrial milling
(multilayered) inserts. This was approached by evaluating systems consisting of a single carbonitride layer of
different chemical nature: novel Zr(C,N) and conventional Ti(C,N) chemical vapor deposition (CVD) coatings.
Deformation and damage phenomena were characterized using a wide range of advanced techniques: confocal
laser scanning microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, focused ion beam and X-ray synchrotron. Zr(C,N)
coated systems are found to exhibit a higher mechanical integrity than Ti(C,N) counterparts. Main reasons
behind are the relatively different thermal residual stresses generated during CVD cooling, as a result of the
dissimilar coefficient of thermal expansion between the coating and the substrate, as well as the intrinsic co-
hesive strength of the studied coatings. Such different mechanical response was also discerned to affect the
interaction between cracking and layer assemblage in multilayer coated specimens. It then supports the bene-
ficial effect of using Zr(C,N) as the intermediate wear-resistant layer toward enhanced performance of industrial
milling inserts.
1. Introduction
WC-Co cemented carbides, also commonly referred to as hard-
metals, are successful composite materials used in demanding appli-
cations like metal cutting and forming. For cutting applications, tool life
and performance are significantly improved by using coatings as ex-
ternal protective layers, deposited by either chemical vapor (CVD) or
physical vapor (PVD) deposition routes [1,2]. Wear resistant coatings
are generally based on transition metal carbides, nitrides or carboni-
trides, because of their hybrid ceramic and metal-like properties. This
combination of characteristics has attracted considerable attention
[3,4]; and thus, literature focused on development and application of
these films is quite extensive (e.g. Refs. [1,5–7]). However, brittleness
of these hard coatings is still an issue, and addressing this problem is a
subject of high interest. In this regard, a recently developed Zr(C,N)/
Al2O3 multilayer CVD coated milling insert has shown prolonged tool
life in comparison to that exhibited by the well-established Ti(C,N)/
Al2O3 coated inserts [8]. Aiming to get an in-depth understanding of
such distinct response, a testing campaign has been launched to assess
the effective influence of the carbonitride (CN) layer on the thermo-
mechanical behavior of the coated tool. It has included X-ray syn-
chrotron measurement of residual stresses developed under thermal
cycling [8] as well as micromechanical characterization of poly-
crystalline Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) coatings [9,10]. In this regard, although
theoretical and experimental studies dealing with mechanical proper-
ties of zirconium-based coatings are quite limited compared to tita-
nium-based counterparts, there is a consensus that Zr(C,N) is a pro-
mising material in highly demanding applications [4,11,12].
The objective of the present study is to document and analyze the
damage scenario resulting from contact loading on wear-resistant CVD
hard coatings deposited on a hardmetal substrate. Referred damage is
introduced in a controlled manner by means of spherical indentation. In
contrast to sharp-like indenters, the use of a blunt indenter permits the
delivery of concentrated stresses over a small area of specimen surface,
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such that damage evolution with increasing applied load may be as-
sessed. Such experimental approach has proven to be successful in the
evaluation of contact damage phenomena in hard and brittle bulk
materials, such as ceramics [13], cemented carbides [14] and even
polycrystalline diamond [15], as well as in coating-substrate systems,
mainly PVD-coated hardmetals and tool steels [16–20]. Following this
approach, spherical indentation experiments were conducted on spe-
cimens coated with CVD carbonitride layers of different chemical
nature: Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N). They were followed by extensive and de-
tailed optical and scanning electron microscopy inspection of damage
scenario in top- and cross-section views, i.e. at both surface and sub-
surface levels. Finally, findings on single-layered specimens are invoked
to rationalize and understand damage features observed in industrial
milling inserts (effective multilayered samples) when subjected to a
similar testing protocol.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Tested samples
The study was focused on coating/substrate systems consisting of
single carbonitride [Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s] layers deposited onto a
fine-grained WC-6wt%Co used as a substrate [2]. Films were deposited
in a CVD hot wall reactor using metal chloride, acetonitrile and hy-
drogen reactant at temperatures between 885 and 930 °C (moderate
temperature CVD process, MT-CVD). Differences between the two
single-layer coated specimens studied are limited to the chemical
nature of the carbonitride wear resistant layer, i.e. either Ti(C,N) or Zr
(C,N). Schematic outlines of layer assemblage for the specimens in-
vestigated are given in Fig. 1, and corresponding thicknesses are listed
in Table 1. Aiming to explore the practical relevance of this study, the
investigation was extended to include testing of industrial milling cut-
ting inserts. These specimens represent more complex multilayer [Ti
(C,N)-m and Zr(C,N)-m] coating-substrate systems (details and corre-
sponding layer assemblage outlines are also given in Table 1 and Fig. 1,
respectively) in which an intermediate wear resistant carbonitride layer
- similar to the ones tested here in single-layer coated specimens - is
known to play a key role in the effective performance of the cutting tool
under service conditions [8]. In this regard, it should be noticed that the
thickness of single-layer variants was aimed to be close to the total
thickness of the multilayer ones, i.e. 5–6 μm. It guarantees that similar
coating thickness / spherical indenter radius ratios are involved during
contact load tests (to be described below). However, it also implies that
analysis of induced damage under contact loading should be limited to
direct comparison between specimens with same layer assemblage, ei-
ther single- or multilayer. Main reasons behind this statement are that
both effective load-bearing and residual stress state within the carbo-
nitride layer depend on its particular thickness, this being different in
single- and multilayer assemblages which is about 5 and 3 μm, re-
spectively.
2.2. Testing procedure
Contact loading tests of coated systems were carried out by means of
spherical indentation. They were conducted using a servo-hydraulic
testing machine (Instron 8500) and a hardmetal indenter with a cur-
vature radius (rsph) of 1.25mm. Monotonic loads were applied using a
trapezoidal waveform. Contact was initiated by applying a low preload
(10 N), followed by load increase with a rate of 10 N/s (ramp) until
reaching the selected maximum level. After holding maximum applied
load during 20 s, the indenter was quickly unloaded. Maximum applied
load ranged from 600 to 2400 N. Mechanical tests were conducted on
specimens exhibiting two different surface topography conditions. One
corresponded to “as-deposited”, i.e. surface exhibiting topography and
roughness directly resulting from the coating deposition process. The
other one is referred to as “polished”, i.e. the surface was previously
subjected to gentle polishing with a 0.02 μm alumina suspension. This
post-coating mechanical-like treatment was made attempting to en-
hance contact damage inspection by reducing the original roughness -
of the “as-deposited” layer - that could hinder damage examination.
2.3. Characterization techniques
Residual imprints were characterized, in terms of dimensions and
induced damage, by means of confocal laser scanning microscopy -
CLSM (Olympus OLS4100). In order to assess the contact area during
indentation, a sputtered gold film (about few nm in thickness) was
deposited on the coated specimens before contact load testing [17].
Damage and cracking features at the subsurface were observed on cross-
sections prepared using a Helios Nanolab 600 dual beam focused ion
beam (FIB)/scanning electron microscopy (SEM) unit.
2.4. Residual stress measurements
Residual stresses were measured by means of X-ray diffraction,
using energy-dispersive synchrotron diffraction. Measurement were
performed at the Material Science Beamline EDDI (Energy Dispersive
Fig. 1. Layer assemblage outline for the coating/substrate systems studied: a.
Single-layer carbonitride [(C,N)-s] coated cemented carbide, including thin TiN
interlayer (yellow) deposited on the substrate, prior to CN coating deposition.
b. Multilayer [(C,N)-m] coated cemented carbide where in addition to referred
TiN layer, a Ti(C,N,O) interlayer (dark blue) is deposited on the CN layer, prior
to Al2O3 deposition. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
List of coated samples, and different corresponding layer assemblage, in-
vestigated.
Sample
reference
TiN (0.3 μm) CN Layer/
thickness
Ti(C,N,O)
(0.6 μm)
α-Al2O3
(3 μm)
Ti(C,N)-m ✓ Ti(C,N)/3 μm ✓ ✓
Zr(C,N)-m ✓ Zr(C,N)/3 μm ✓ ✓
Ti(C,N)-s ✓ Ti(C,N)/5 μm – –
Zr(C,N)-s ✓ Zr(C,N)/5 μm – –
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Diffraction) of the Helmholtz-Zentrum at the storage ring BESSY in
Berlin, Germany [21]. The target was to measure and analyze the re-
sidual stresses in single-layered coatings. The sin2ψ method was used to
determine residual stress values, on the basis of its numerical stability
and insensitivity to experimental uncertainties.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Single-layer coated cemented carbides: Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s
3.1.1. Contact damage
The induced damage was first evaluated directly at the surface, i.e.
from a top-view perspective using both CLSM and SEM. In general, as
maximum applied load increases, irreversible deformation of the coated
system is observed through circumferential cracks at the coating sur-
face. They were already discerned at the smallest load level applied, i.e.
600 N, for both single-layer coated specimens (Fig. 2). These cracks are
induced by the tensile radial stresses and strains which increase with
distance from the impression center [22], and reach maximum values
near the contact edge area with the indenter [22–24]. Furthermore,
radial cracks outside the imprint were also observed as an additional
damage characteristic. However, different from the circular ones, these
radial fissures emerge at quite different load levels, depending on the
chemical nature of the carbonitride layer, i.e. 800 N for the Ti(C,N)-s
specimen and barely at 2400 N for the Zr(C,N)-s one. They result from
tangential tensions that develop at the periphery of the contact [25,26]
at load levels higher than those usually required for promoting cir-
cumferential cracks. As imposed load increased, density and sharpness
of cracks, particularly of the circumferential ones, were also higher
(Fig. 2). Although clear circular-like cracks were revealed for both
coatings, cracking path was more continuous for Zr(C,N)-s specimens
than for Ti(C,N)-s ones, the latter exhibiting a rather disrupted aspect.
This is illustrated in the closer view of induced damage shown in Fig. 3.
Within above framework, it may be stated that film cracking is
governed by load transfer from the plastically deformed substrate into
the coating, together with the effective fracture strength of the latter,
i.e. that resulting from the compromising balance among intrinsic
hardness (which is comparable between the two coatings [27]), re-
sidual stress state and mechanical integrity related to potential pre-
existing cracking features. These two aspects will now be discussed.
3.1.2. Cracking-network induced after CVD cooling
As it was referred above, contact loading tests were conducted on
surfaces corresponding to both “as-deposited” and “polished” condi-
tions. As expected, mechanical response was nearly not different in both
cases. However, the used testing protocol allowed us not only to vi-
sualize the damage induced after imposing load, but also to inspect
surface condition of carbonitride layers before mechanical testing.
Regarding the latter, it permitted to reveal a peculiar network of cracks
homogeneously spread over the entire surface for Ti(C,N)-s specimen
(Fig. 4a). This clearly was not the case for polished surface of Zr(C,N)-s
specimen (Fig. 4b), which points out the cracking as an intrinsic result
of final cooling during CVD process that follows deposition of the cor-
responding coatings.
Both carbonitride single layers deposited in this study exhibit a
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) larger than that of the used
hardmetal substrate (Table 2). As a consequence, coatings experience
larger contractions than the substrate during cooling down after de-
position. However, as a result of their corresponding dimensions, the
layer has to follow the deformation of the substrate, resulting then on
effective tensile loading of the coating [28]. Under high temperature
deposition conditions (around 900 °C), the generated tensile stresses
may exceed the coating strength, which would result in generation of a
cooling cracking network that relieve the stresses [28–30]. Absence of
CVD cooling cracks on the surface of “polished” Zr(C,N)-s specimen
should then be attributed to the lower CTE of the layer, as compared to
the one of Ti(C,N)-s sample. Therefore, CTE mismatch (with respect to
the substrate) is lower in the former, and consequently the generated
tensile stresses are reduced. Attention must then be drawn to the fact
that Zr(C,N) exhibits the lowest CTE among all the carbonitrides of
group IV [4].
An estimated value of the thermal stresses generated in the coating
may be obtained according to [31]:
= ×E T( /1 ) ( )c c c s (1)
where Ec, νc and αc are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and CTE of the
coating, respectively; αs is CTE of the substrate and ΔT is the difference
between room and deposition temperatures. Inserting the corre-
sponding parameters (Table 2) within Eq. (1), thermal stress values of
1025MPa and 1877MPa are obtained for Zr(C,N)-s and Ti(C,N)-s spe-
cimens, respectively. Residual stresses measured by synchrotron ana-
lysis revealed notably lower mean values for Zr(C,N)-s sample
(560 ± 40MPa) and more noticeably for Ti(C,N)-s one
(465 ± 30MPa), for which the measured value is about 4 times lower
than the estimated one. A plausible explanation is that stresses are re-
laxed after extensive cracking and formation of cooling cracks network
for Ti(C,N)-s sample. Accordingly, for Zr(C,N)-s specimens, stress re-
laxation without extensive cracking would not be expected, considering
that stresses are retained as long as the fracture strength is not reached
[32]. Then, lower measured tensile stresses could be attributed to re-
laxation through non-elastic or plastic deformation [30]. However, this
assumption should be ruled out since relaxation of around 400MPa
through namely plastic deformation appears to be unrealistic. The re-
maining presumption is the existence of compressive intrinsic residual
stresses, which developed during deposition of the coating and prior to
cooling down. For CVD thin films, possible origins of such stresses are
defect incorporation into the films during evaporation, formation of
non-equilibrium structures, grain boundary relaxation, etc. [30,33].
Following above ideas, the existence of prior intrinsic stresses cannot be
discarded even for Ti(C,N)-s specimen. Nevertheless, a theoretical
evaluation of these stresses is rather complex [33], and is out of the
scope of this study.
Tensile residual stresses and cracking network resulting from CVD
cooling are then aspects that may be invoked for understanding pre-
vious findings. On one hand, existence of tensile residual stresses should
be responsible, at least partly, for the relatively low levels of applied
load required for inducing circumferential cracking in both coated
specimens. The fact that Zr(C,N)-s specimens do not show a higher
cracking resistance than Ti(C,N)-s ones, as it could be expected from the
relatively different calculated residual tensile stresses developed during
deposition in both cases, may be rationalized by stress relief effects
resulting from cracks emerging after CVD cooling stage in the latter. On
the other hand, the referred CVD cooling cracking network must be
directly associated with the quite early radial cracking exhibited by the
Ti(C,N)-coated specimens. In this regard, it clearly affects cracking
scenario resulting from both radial and circumferential stresses induced
during contact load tests. Within this context, it may be postulated that
bumpy crack path shown in Fig. 3a for Ti(C,N)-s specimen is indeed a
consequence of the referred interaction. It reflects crack emergence
from the existing CVD crack network (where cracks become thicker)
and extension through effective fragmented units of the flawed layer,
yielding even a visual impression of crack deflection phenomenon. As
this combined action cannot exist in Zr(C,N)-s specimens, mainly be-
cause the absence of cracking event after CVD cooling stage, contact-
induced fissures are discerned to follow a continuous path for these
coated samples (Fig. 3b).
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3.1.3. Cracking mechanisms
Contact damage was also assessed at the subsurface level by means
of cross-section inspection. It was done on FIB-milled trenches per-
pendicular to circular cracks. Through-thickness cracks, nucleating at
the surface and propagating down into the substrate, are evidenced in
both cases (Fig. 5a,b). However, crack path appears to be dissimilar:
intergranular for Ti(C,N)-s specimens and transgranular for Zr(C,N)-s
ones. This experimental fact is further supported by detailed in-plane
SEM images of circumferential cracks taken on the surface of “as de-
posited” samples (Fig. 5c,d). They have permitted to evidence that
Fig. 2. Residual imprint and cracking damage evolution with increasing loads for Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s specimens.
Fig. 3. Circumferential cracks induced after spherical indentation (with an applied load of 2200 N): a. choppy-like path (arrows), due to interaction with CVD cooling
cracks network, in Ti(C,N)-s specimen. b. Continuous path, in absence of any CVD cooling cracks, in Zr(C,N)-s sample.
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cracks propagate almost exclusively along the grain boundaries in the
case of Ti(C,N)-s samples, whereas they mainly follow transgranular
paths in Zr(C,N)-s ones. These results are in a complete agreement with
findings previously reported by the authors regarding uniaxial com-
pression response of micropillars milled out of same coatings studied
here. There, it was evidenced that Ti(C,N) micropillars also fail ex-
clusively along the grain boundaries, opposite to the more transgra-
nular failure discerned for the Zr(C,N) ones [9]. This behavior was
correlated to segregation of chlorine along the grain boundaries for the
former, which is detrimental for the cohesive strength along the grain
boundaries [10]. As a summary, the higher resistance exhibited by the
Zr(C,N)-s samples may be rationalized on the basis of higher strain
Table 2
Mechanical and average thermal properties of CN coatings.
Component E modulus (GPa) Poisson's ratio CTE (10−6 K−1) Deposition temperature (°C)
Ti(C0.5⁎,N0.5⁎) 463 [27] 0.193 [27] 9.2 [34] 885
Zr(C0.5⁎,N0.5⁎) 405 [27] 0.177 [27] 7.7 [34] 930
Substrate⁎⁎ 626 0.22 5.4 –
⁎ Stoichiometry is subjected to slight variations. For more information, please refer to a recent work by the authors [10].
⁎⁎ Sandvik Coromant database.
Fig. 5. a./b. FIB cross sections at circumferential cracks (located at the edge of residual imprints) induced by spherical indentation under an applied load of 2200 N
for Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s samples, respectively. c./d. In plane SEM images of referred circumferential cracks for Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s specimens, respectively.
Fig. 4. a. Cracking network induced during CVD cooling observed for Ti(C,N)-s specimen after polishing. b. Absence of cooling cracks network for Zr(C,N)-s sample.
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energy dissipation for inducing irreversible deformation and/or da-
mage, as compared to the Ti(C,N)-s one. For the latter, the intrinsic low
cohesive strength at the grain boundaries together with the residual
stress state (induced during CVD cooling) resulted in an extensive in-
tergranular cracking network that affected the structural integrity of the
Ti(C,N)-s coated system.
3.2. Multilayer coated cemented carbide: Ti(C,N)-m and Zr(C,N)-m
3.2.1. Contact damage
Multilayer coated specimens (corresponding to industrial milling
inserts) were also subjected to contact loading, following testing and
characterization protocols similar to the ones described above for
single-layer coated systems. In general, related findings to those de-
scribed for Ti(C,N)-s and Zr(C,N)-s samples were evidenced. On the one
hand, as applied load was increased, circular cracks nucleated and
developed at the edges of residual impressions. However, radial cracks
were not discerned, at least up to highest applied load used in this
study, i.e. 2400 N. On the other hand, relatively different crack paths,
depending on the chemical nature of the - now - intermediate carbo-
nitride layer involved, were discerned: nearly continuous and rather
disrupted for Zr(C,N)-m and Ti(C,N)-m samples, respectively (Fig. 6).
Regarding this result, cross sections for each system were performed to
check whether the observed damage in Fig. 6 was resolved at the same
depth level. Alumina thickness after polishing was found to be com-
parable, which pointed out that qualitative differences in cracking
paths correspond to almost similar depth level (down from the surface).
Thus, these differences may be directly ascribed to the distinct inter-
mediate carbonitride layer, since it is the only difference existing be-
tween layer assemblages of multilayered specimens studied [Ti(C,N)-m
and Zr(C,N)-m].
Inspection of FIB-milled cross-sections perpendicular to circular
cracks permitted to have more insight. As shown in Fig. 7, several
through-thickness cracks are evidenced. They are connected with some
of the multiple small fissures discerned at the outer alumina layer.
These cracks are observed to run down, following a straight path, until
reaching the substrate. Density of microcracks is clearly higher in the
alumina top layer than in the intermediate carbonitride ones.
3.2.2. Structural integrity of multilayer assemblage
A comparison between cracking scenario for single-layer and mul-
tilayer coated specimens is not simple. The presence of the external
alpha-alumina (α-Al2O3) layer implies several effects. Among them, it
should be highlighted that alpha-alumina exhibits higher hardness and
brittleness than both CN coatings. It is noticed in Fig. 7, where multiple
fine cracks are induced within the alumina as a result of spherical
indentation. Furthermore, alumina top layer also presents CVD-related
cracks nucleated during cooling from deposition temperature. Density
and magnitude of this pre-existing cracking scenario would be directly
dependent on effective tensile residual stresses induced within coatings
as a result of the dissimilar CTE between the substrate and the de-
posited multilayers. From this viewpoint, cross-section inspection of
non-tested “as-deposited” specimens (Fig. 8) indicates that it might be
less developed for coated specimens involving an intermediate Zr(C,N)
layer. This statement is based on the observation that cracks nucleated
at the alumina surface film either do not develop into the intermediate
Zr(C,N) layer or get blunted when crossing it. This is clearly not the case
for Ti(C,N)-m sample. Hence, relative differences between CTEs of in-
termediate CN layers and the substrate, which is lower for Zr(C,N), may
significantly reduce tensile stresses that drive cracks to propagate down
throughout the multilayer assemblage. As a consequence, mechanical
integrity got preserved for coatings including Zr(C,N) as intermediate
layer. This experimental fact could then be recalled for explaining, at
least partly, the different performance evaluated for industrial milling
inserts as a function of the chemical nature of the used intermediate
carbonitride layer.
4. Conclusions
Damage induced by spherical indentation on single- and multi-
layered coated cemented carbides has been studied. The more com-
plex multilayer systems included an intermediate wear resistant
carbonitride layer, similar to the ones tested here in single-layer
coated specimens. The main variable under consideration is the
chemical nature of the referred CN layer: Ti(C,N) or Zr(C,N). Film
cracking under contact loading is governed by load transfer from the
plastically deformed substrate into the coating, together with the
effective fracture strength of the latter. Within this study, contact
damage is assessed to depend upon the compromising balance be-
tween surface integrity (resulting from CVD process) and residual
stress state, both of them linked to relative differences in CTE be-
tween coating and substrate. In this regard, in contrast to Zr(C,N)-s,
Ti(C,N)-s is observed to develop a peculiar cooling cracks network
fragmenting the carbonitride layer into small islands, hence dama-
ging its structural integrity. Additionally, despite the different length
scale, these contact damage tests are in a complete agreement with
previous micromechanical tests in terms of crack propagation path
which is intergranular for Ti(C,N)-s and mainly transgranular for Zr
(C,N)-s. Such higher mechanical integrity together with higher co-
hesive strength at the grain boundaries may be recalled for rationa-
lizing the enhanced performance reported for industrial milling cut-
ting inserts containing an intermediate Zr(C,N) layer.
Fig. 6. Comparison of induced damage at the edges
of residual imprints, revealed after polishing, for a.
Ti(C,N)-m and b. Zr(C,N)-m. Applied load was
2400 N in both cases. Imprints were gently polished
(after performing the test) to remove surface
roughness hindering damage features. Observed
surface corresponds to top Al2O3 layer.
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